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ALBUQUEBQUE MOENING JOÜBNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR.

ALBUQUERQUE,

DENIES HEARST

Ing fortunes of Mr. Watson the majority hf these brave and honest men
are falling into line behind this young
militant, and soon to he the triumphant part of the people.
"JOHN TEMPLE n RAVES."

NPW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

AUGUST 1,

1908.

innrn ta
utiütu

Inflation of the bag V
r-- r
i
pleted. Captain Baldwin i"
1H
Ing out his planes with
vV
jV toward
control the upward
movements of the
ascenIn all of his twi. ,A..-nsions Captain r M u " h , used hydrogen gas. generated under his own
supervision. He brought his own
I
plant to Fort Myer. It consists of four large oaken casts In
which a, ton If Iron fillings are distributed. Water Is then poured In and
they are sealed up. an opening
through which the sulphuric acid la
poured only remaining. When the air
Is poured on the chemical action sends
the hydrogen gas into a cask, smaller
than the others. Into which a stream
of water is constantly flowing.
The
LEADERS BESIEGE
FRENCHMAN CONVINCES
SMALL HOPE FOR EARLY
water In this cask washes or purifies CANDIDATE DETERMINED
SKEPTICS AT NEW YORK the gas which Is then carried through
TO AVOID LONG TRIPS
HITCHCOCK IN VAIN
ABOLITION OF WAR
a rubber tubing Into the balloon which
has a capacity of nearly 20,000 cubic

after the
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OUSTERSWTS

AGAINST
OKLAHOMA LUMBER TRUS1

OWNS NEW
PARTY

Guthrie. Okla.. July 31. Ouster
suits were Wed by Attorney General
West In the state supreme court today
against the Poster, Badger, Clark and
Bates, and Long Bell Lumber companies and the Central Coal and Ooke
company, all Missouri corporations
and the Glenn Lumber company, a
Kansas concern.
The petition is in the nature of a
quo warranto proceeding and seeks to
annul the charters of the defendant
companies to forfeit their personal
property and recover tines fixed by National Chairman Declines to
the court. Receivership Is also asked.
Declare For or Against GovAn auxiliary petition asks for an Injunction restraining the members of
ernor Hughes; Has No Mesthe Yellow Pine association from making effective pool alleged to have been
sage From Roosevelt or Taft.
perfected In St. Iouls, July 5, by repbelongresentatives of the 100 firms
ing to the association, for the purpose fBy Morning Journal SoeeUl Lmh4 Wlie.
New York, July 31. If the repubof fixing and maintaining the price of
yellow pine.
lican political leaders of New York
state, who conferred today with Frank
INCREASE RIGORS OF
H. Hitchcock, chairman of the repubGEORGIA LIQUOR LAW lican national committee, hoped to
draw from the Taft manager an exAtlanta, Ga.. July 31. Judge Rich pression of opinion as to the wisdom of
ard B. Russell today In the court of! renominating Governor Hughes for a
appeals, with the concurrence of the
term or of turning him down.
entire court, rendered an opinion to second
the effect that the solicitation of or- they wer keenly disappointed. Pracders by mail In another state for tically the entire day was spent by Mr.
whisky or other intoxicating bever Hitchcock in listening to state leaders
ages, In the state of Georgia, as well expound their views on the governor
us in the state by any individual or ship question, but lie told them all that
corporation, Is a violation of the laws It was not a part of his duties to pick
of the state of Georgia, and any per- candidates for state tickets. He said
son making such solicitation Is guilty that he would not consent to take any
part in purely state campaigns, so long
of u crime against the state.
as no party breach that might endan- ger tn natlonal ucgei was tnreai- -

SQUABBLE

JOHN TEMPLE GRAVES

REPLIES TO TOM WATSON
Brilliant Georgian Advises Pop-

ulist Remnant to Wake Up
and Get on the Independence
League Bandwagon.
By Morning Journal BaecW
New York, July 31.

IN NEW YORK

unri

Wire.

In a signed
statement handed to the Associated
Press tonight, John Temple Graves,
candidate of the Independence party
for the vice presidency, makes reply-ta recent utterance of Thomas Wat-Bo- n
In which the presidential candidate of the people's party described
the independence party as owned anil
controlled by W. It. Hearst.
In the course of his expression,
which was published here yesterday,
Mr. Watson said:
"In my Judgment a political party
owned and controlld by one man, no
matter how rich and good and great,
can ever amount to much In Ameri'Indepencan politics. The
dence party' is a copyrighted affair,
financed and steered by Mr. Hearst.
Its
leaders are his editors
and employes. Almost without excep
tion those who are prominent In the
movement are upon the Hearst pay

EOITORSURGED

roll.

DEMOCRACY

--

.

gf-ful- r.

GENERATION

AIRSHIP

IB? Morning .tenrnal HaeeJal
London. JiÉy 31. The

tw sad

WlreJ

government
tonight tend, led a banquet t
the
delegates to. the universal pence congress at the 'Hotel Cecil. Lewis
t,
first ecnnmlssloncr
of works,
presided. Th guests included Herbert Henry Asqulth, the prime minister: Lord Fitamaurlce, the lord chancellor: Lord and Lady Courtney, the
counters of Aberdeen; James Bryce.
British ambageudnr to the United
States; William Til Stead and other
prominent persons.
Mr. Asqulth, in proposing a toast
to the International peace movement,
welcomed the delegates and assured
them of the Rrjtish government's sympathy. He sÁil lie w is not consoled
by the arguments that colossal armaments were Jhe surest
safeguard
encd
war, wjien he was assured by
Not only did Mr. Hitchcock conceal against
his own preference In regard to the a great authority that the annual exgovernorship, but he successfully elud- penditure of civilized nations for
ed every effort on the part of his call- armaments w:s something near four
ers to learn whether President Roose- or five hundred million pounds sterl-ltivelt and Judge Taft were In favor of
"We must ask ourselves." the prime
the renomlnation of Governor Hughes.
mlnlsT said, "whether we are bound
Me iald he had not discussed the subject with Judge Taft at Cincinnati, to nsquiesco in die futile fatalism
nor had he received any communica which accepts the argument as a
tion from Mr. Roosevelt regarding the i fact."
ine prime minister was not sanmatter.
Among the leaders who saw Mr. guine enough to believe that the
Hitchcock were Timothy I,. Woodruff, youpgest among those present would
state chairman;
Herbert Parsons, live to witness the advent of disarmachairman oí the New York county ment. National security always must
committee, and William L Ward, bold first place in the plans of the
member of the national committee, government of any country ami while
representing this state. Very little communities like individuals remain
was learned about the governorship. e, they w. p liable to he swept with
but that the conference will not result guests of pa. ...us. and prudent states
. .
.
V
in clarifying the .situation to any gnat no n must provide
against the
if
extent I) m. , Jed.
'.'
Messrs.
But. admitting n) that. Mr. Asqulth
Parsons and
Woodruff
sought Information as to Judge Taft's continues, the plain fact remains that
WMleg, and did not get it. They learnthere was no enterprise more worthy
ed Instead that Mr. Hitchcock had ad- of the efforts of good men than to devised in the past and would counsel in vice practicable plans, not only for
the future that the management .r the' mimini.ing the risks of International
national campaign should be conduct- quarrels hut for providing a rational
ed so as not tn become involved in any substitute for the settlement of disstate disputes ot a factional nature. He putes by warfare. Among the various
urged that the state convention was means of progress In this direction, he
the proper machinery to be used in said, was the growth of international
settling their political controversies. If agreements.
He said he
used the
Is believed that
In
this matter Mr. Word agreements because alliances
Hitchcock reflects Mr. Taft's attitude sometimes had the contrary effect. The
That Mr Taft thinks highly of Mr. second was the substitution of interHughes 'is known, and at his request national lltlgatlop for the barbarous
Governor Hughes w ill make one of the methods of slaughter.
The translaprincipal peeeneg at the opening of tion of these principles Into practice
the. campaign at Ynungstnwn.
Ohio was heset with diflleulty. though not
At the same timo, It Is urged that it In his opinion.
Insurmountable diffi
dors not follow that Mr. Taft will
culty.
himself In favor of the goverLately, Mr. Asqulth assorted, there
nor's renomination nor attempt to In- was the
dedicate sphere of Internationfluence New York state republicans In al
relations. The main thing was thai
the matter. At recent republican conshould get to know and
ferences in the west It developed that the nations one
another. Half of their
Mr. Hughe., was popular In a number understand
of debatable states, and some of the quarrels arise through such a wnnt of
participants in the conferences did not understanding and It was the patient
hesitate to express the opinion that the endeavors of the missionaries of
governor should be renominated in or- peace, all of whom were
der to strengthen the republican ticket. for the same benefieient end. that the
During the day contracts were made strongest hope would be found for the
for the equipment of the quartan on greatest of all reforms the establishthe l. ml, floor of the Equitable Life ment of peace throughout the world.
tower, which will be opened tomor
i

--

OF FARMAN

British Premier Counsels Better
Understanding Among Nations as Means of Mimimiz-in- g
Horrors of Strife,

"In a country like ours, where the
sense of individual freedom Is so
strong, the people will never consent
to compromise their own liberty of action by becoming members of a personally conducted and privately owned
pollticul organization.
"The democratic party changes its
creed every four years, but the Independence party has already changed
Its creed twice during this year. When
it met in IndianapHis some months
ago It was in favor of a ship subsidy
and the Wall street system of finance; CANDIDA IE KERN TALKS
in Chicago It adopted practically every
TO NEWSPAPER MEN
"one of the planks which have so long
been the platform of the popullyt party. If populist principles arc correct,
there would seem to he no good rea- Much Depends on Attitude of
son wliy the populist national ticket
Press Declares Vice Presidshould not receive the votes of those
who'believe In populism."
ential Nominee in Address to
To the foregoing Mr. Graves lakes
exception In the following language:
Indiana Scribes.
"I ask the courtesy of the Associated
' Press to express my
regret that
Thomas B. Watson should have rushed (By Morning Journal Hoerlnl Laiined Wlre.l
July IL John W.
Indianapolis,
so swiftly Into hostile criticism of the
independence party with which so Kern, democratic candidate for vice
large a number of the populists are In president, and Thomas R. Marshall,
active sympathy and which, In simple consistency, he should be glad to candidate for governor of Indiana on
the democratic ticket, addressed the
endorse.
"It Is, to say the least, ungracious members of the indlanu Educational
In Mr. Watson to speak of the Indeassociation at Falrvlew park today.
pendence party as a one man party.
He has made of the populists far more Both spoke of the Importance of tin
a one man party than the independents work of the democratic editors In the
have ever been or ever will be. He coming campaign.
Mr. Kern's remarks were brief. "The
has been as tnuny times the defeated
candidate of the populists as Mr. Bry work of the editor is highly Importan has been of the democrats. He ant," said Mr. Kern, "and I wish to
seems to be by the official record the emphasize that the confidence of the
one man In it as absolute as Roose- people in the press of this country
velt, as dlstatorlal as Bryan and as ought to be restored and If It is re
unsuccessful as the last. He prescribes stored It will have to be done by the
its tenets, dictates its pollcl' I In course of the democratic editors of
things personal and otherwise, end Is this country and by the independent
Invariably, named as Us candid 'c
editors who stand upon their watch
There has not been In flft years towers and are striking for what they
a convention freer from the bi s and believe to be right."
the steam roller than the one Jmt adMr. Kern today received a Utter
journed. Mr. Hearst wYis three thou- from Theodore A. Bell, of California
sand miles across the sea during all who is chairman ;f the committee to
the preliminaries that led up to It. He notify Mr. Kern of his nomination, row.
twenty-fou- r
William boeb, Jr., private secretary
reached the convention
asking that u date be set for the
hours before its opening. He did not
Mr. Kerr, will take up the mut- to President Roosevelt, was a caller
lift his hand to dictate a plunk 1n Its ter tomorrow and it Is expected a de- today, but Mr. Hitchcock declares his
platform or to name the least of Its cision will shortly be reached. Some mission was a personal on.'. Mr. Hitchcandidates. He went down Into Its of the democratic leaders are urging cock will be Ijere until about August
convention room on equal terms, and Mr. Kern to postpone the notification 12, with the exception of probably
no more than equal terms. He wranuntil the latter part of September next Tuesday, when lie plans to go to
hours over the plat- when the campaign in thlH Atate will Washington on political business. The
gled for thirty-si- x
form, winning Borne of the things he be on In earnest. They state It would Chicago ((Hurtéis will be ready Auadvocated and losing others, and ac- have the effect of carrying this state. gust 15.
cepting suceessand defeat with equal
LITTLK TIM LEAVES roil
temper, like the genuine Independent
K CMP
URGFS ABANDONMENT OF
DIICONI
that he Is.
New York, July 81. Timothy L.
"No fair and truthful man can deny
MINE
HANNA
FATED
ILL
Woodruff, chairman of the republican
to the Independence convention the
state committee, left tonight for his
merit of a freedom worthy of Us name.
"And It was as representative as it
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 31. In a c- camp near Raquette
lake In the
delegates ipo rf made to Governor B. B. BrooV.s Adlrondaeks, tn return not Mfon
was free. Beven hundred
present from all sections, from every today on the Manna coal mine disAi- - Monday, August 30. He said before
state and from all races, t.aacasian, ter of last March, costing fifty-ninleaving:
African and Indian among them all lives, State Coal Mine Inspector Noah
"There Is'no change In the situation
directly
(here were not a dozen men
Young declares that certain laws gov as in the nomination of governor and
or Indirectly connected with the Hearst erning the operation of coal mlies I do not expect any change until the
newspapers.
had been violated by the Union Paclfx state convention meets."
"I am perfectly sure that Mr. Wat- Coal Mine company In Its haste to
son, In his eager criticism, speaks for open up an entry in which there had DISASTROUS FLOODS IN
himself and hot for the populista. been a fire, thereby causing an ex
TYROL; MANY PERISH
There Is no discounting the character plosion. The Inspector suggests that
and purpose of that great old party. the mine he sealed forever, as a tomb
They bettered the entire tone of the for the men whose bodies were not re
Vienna. July 31. A series of terpolitical era In which they flourished. covered, and makes recommendations
rific thunder and rain storms have
No stronger effort was ever made In for new statutes for the protection of
caused destruction and heavy loss of
Its history to reform the old demomen working underground.
life In Austrian Tyrol. The Bukowina
cratic party within the ranks, than the
district and the Siller valley suffered
populists made. If they failed then SOCIALISTS REPLACE
'
Corpses are floating down
especially.
there Is not a shadow of encourageCONVICT CANDIDATE the swollen streams and houses and
ment for any other organization to
stock have been washed away. The
try.
death roll by Bukowina Is said to ga
have
populists
old
brave
"But the
New York. July 21. Members of firty while in the Siller valley upwards
shot their arrow now and should fall
party announced of twenty persons have lost their
In with new friends under a new and the socialist labor
larger name. They have gone down from the headquarters of the national lives.
The village of Mehrn near Brlzlegg
under Mr. Watson's leadership In suc- executive committee today that M. R.
cessive presidential years, steadily los- Preston, now serving a sentence In has been overwhelmed by a landslide
ing their numbers, but never their In Nevada tur murder, who was nomi- and sixteen persons are reported to be
nated as their candidate for president, killed.
tegrity.
"In the Uwt national campaign they had definitely refused to accept. A
It.M'kefeller (iivoi In Hospital.
polled about 114,000 votes The inde council was hastily called and August
Tarrytown, N. Y., July ai. The
pendence party polled twice that num Glllhaus, an engineer of this city, was
y
nominated for president as "a proxy" treasury of the Tarrytown hospital
ber In the city of New Yorg atone.
eh. ek for $25,000 from
recehed
"The hop of the populist Is In the for Preston. Glllhaus has agreed to
Independence party, and beyond the let Preston select the cabinet if he is John D. Rockefeller aa a donation to
the building fund.
dlmlniahing few who cling to the fall elected.
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Heavier-Than-A-
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Makes Good in Initial Trial; HONDURAS DEFENDS
Successful
Inventor
Wins
EXPULSION OF CONSULS
Ovation From Spectators,
Washington,
31.
July
Minis: r
of Honduras, called on Acting
Secretary Bacon at the state department this afternoon and showed him
two telegrams from the Honduras government relating to Its action In cancelling the exe.iuateurs of the form'T
consuls at Ceiba.
The dispatches declare that this
was taken because of the unlawful Intervention of the consuls Into th-- '
political affairs of Honduras; that aey
asked the commandant of the town tc
Immediately surrender: that they c
the revolutionists and they exaggerated the number of them. Public opinion, the Hondurans hold,
against the behavior dP their consuls,
which, the minister's dispatch sas:
"My government considers quite contrary to the friendly attitude of 'lv
American government."

I'garte,

By Murnloc Journal Special

IsnMd Wire.
New York, July 31.- - Rising from
the ground like a giant bird and dart-

I

Continue to
Pour in on Republican Standard Bearer; Babies Named
for Him in Three States.

Journal Meto !
Wire.
Hot Springs, Va.. July 31. Despite
a heavy mall which kept his secretary
ami the stenographers busy until lato
at night, Candidate William H. Taft
was comparatively care free today. He
divided his work with a game of golf
in the morning and a ride with General Corbln as a companion In the afternoon
Colorado wants Mr. Taft's présense
in September, according to an urgent
invitation which came today from the
management of the Interstate fair and
exposition to be opened labor day in
Uenver. As the acceptance of the Invitation would mean abandonment of
Mr. Tart's present plan to conduct Ma
personal campaign wl'hout travel, his
regrets were sent.
Three baby "William Howard Tarts"
have appeared In New York, Indiana
and Illinois, according to letters from
the parents to the candidate.
Each
baby will get an autograph letter from
the original bearer of the name, and
perhaps something besides. The Hoo-slTaft was born while the republican nominee
was delivering his
speech ot acceptance. The parents of
the Illinois William Howard chose the
tiame nearly a year ago, but not fof
political reasons, as their statement Is
that the boy weighed SB
pounds at
birth. The New Cork baby Is credited
with the real "Taft smile." His father, A. Priest, writes: "From the way
the youngster smiles every time I ask
him If the republican party Is going to
win, I feel sure you will be our next
president."
New Taft clubs were reported from
New Yory city. Philadelphia.
Beiu- monl. Cal., Kendalvllle, Ind.; Knox-vlllTenn (colored I, East Orange, N.
MbMletown,
Ohio,
Laneshoio,
J..
Minn.. West Milton. Pa Phoebus, Va.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Woodstock. Va.
This dispatch from Samuel P. Powers, president or the Middlesex club, of
Boston, was received today;
"Sitting by the shore of the loud,
resounding sea, the Middlesex club today, at its annual banquet, sends you
Its best regards and admiration, and of
ItH certain conviction of your
overwhelming election."
Many congratulatory lstter on the
acceptance speech were received
by
Mr. Taft today. Mr. Taft has not yet
Indicated whether a reply will be
Hrvan'- comments on the
made to
speech.
I Br Moraine

ing through the air at express train
sfieed, Henri Farmnn's aeroplane or
flying
machine,
brought here from France, made Its
initial flight in this country late this
afternoon at Brighton Beach. It rose
from an especially prepared "dock"
at the will of the Inventor and after
attaining a height of twenty-liv- e
feet.
(lew straight ahead on a direct line,
finally alighting with exquisite grace
when the air pilot dlmlnshcd the motive power.
During the brief apace of time In
which the aeroplane was skimming
over the center Held of the race track
the few hundred spectators, most of
whom were friends of the Inventor or
rival navigators, watched the flight
with hrcndthlcsfc Interest. The landing
provocated cheers as vociferous as
those of a race track crowd. Farman
W:lM
slirrotllldefl
inri litonillv- I, ,,irtirl
by the Jubilant aeronauts.
Members
of the Aero Club of America, under
whose auspices he will conduct his
public flights at Brighton Beach,
wanted to carry the successful Inventor off the field on their shoulders.
There were skeptics In the crowd
who did not believe until they saw and
they watched the "turning up" of the
aeroplane In doubting silence.
Farman's mechanics rushed about
getting th queer shaped ship ready
for the flight and when wires had
been made taut and the motor tested
the ship was carried to the plank runway near the field stand.
NEEDLESS OFFICIALS
Newspaper photographers
crowded
get
pictures
around the aeroplane to
BEREFT OF SINECURES
of the machine as It was about to
make its lirst ii..i. In America. Far-mathen decirle, t to again test the Special Council Formed to Put
motor before sailing. He Instructed
New Granted Constitution in
his French mechanics In their native
tongue to hold fast to the aeroplane
Force at Once; Reactionaries
In
while he turned mi the power.
stantly the propeller began to revolve
on the Run,
at a rate of XOO revolutions to the
suggested
a
which
breeze
minute and
Wlre.l
The By Morning Jonrnsl Miwrlal 1
of a smal cycloe was created.
Constantinople. July 31. An offi
photographers were knocked to the
ground until the power was turned cial communication Issued today anoff. So great was the violence of the nounces the formation of a special
bre. .e that several willow trees win council to pul the constitution In force
bent double. Farman laughingly said
Is composed
he guessed tin machinery was work-- ' Immediately, The council
Ing all right. Then, when the crowd of Kiamel Pasha and the ministers
of foreign affairs and Interior, the
had been waved hack, he gave the president
of the state council and (He
away
sped
go,
go,"
and
let
order "let
to the porte.
legal
advisor
road
the aeroplane over the plunk
has
decided shortly to Is CASTRO BREAKS OFF
sultan
The
way. It rans swiftly along on Its
a rescript consecrating the consti
sue
RELATIONS WITH DUTCH
Far-mawheels for forty yards and then
tution.
turned a lever which sent II In
The leaders of the Young Turks are
the air like magic and away it flew. working methodically to Insure the Venenarían Dictator Declares His Nawhirling
noise
The propeller' made a
tion Has Ikvn Insulted anil Desuccess of the new regime. They are
as It turned S00 times to the minute, devoting their efforts in the first place
manda Apoto?.
(inly 350 yards were covered In the to getting the finances of the country
air In this flight but a few minutes In order and to the regular payment
Caracas, July 19, via Port of Spain.
later Farman made another try and of officials. With this as their aim - President Castro has
withdrawn the
could
traveled 760 yards In the air. He
the have secured the grand vlxler's exequateurs of the Netherlands' vice
have gone much farther, he said, but promise that the salaries of high offl- - consul and consul
In Veneiuela.
feared striking a pile of lumber.
lals will be reduced to proper ' Foreign Minister Paul today transThe flights are preliminary tn
amounts and that none of the addi mitted a note to
govpublic flight which will begin tional sums hitherto paid will be al- ernment In whichthe Netherlands
ho
recited
what
he
tomorrow. He will give fifteen exhibi lowed them. Nobody will be permit- terms the insulta to Veneauela. He
tions at the track and It is probable ted to retain two offices and all need- says;
that he will appear In other parts of less
and like of"In view of the gravity of events.
the country, as many aeronautic clubs ficers will be abolished.
Venezuela Is forced to advise Holland
to
other
to
visit
Induce
him
are trying
that It can not continue frtedly relasn All DISCOURAGES) BV
cities.
tions until Holland gives satisfaction
As a rival attraction to Farman to
MASS I'OIOI CONSTANTINOI'I.E for the Injuries and Insults put upon
London, July 31. The Times cor- Venesuela. These Injurien and insults
day, Frank Hlmllton, an American
aeronaut, sailed his dirigible balloon respondent at Teheran says that the are the offense of Minister De Reus:
EXPLOSION
Into the race course while Farman news of the revival of the Turkish con- the fact that the Netherlands cruiser
was preparing to make his flights. stitution has greatly disconcerted the Uelderland failed to salute the Vene.
Hamilton's balloon soared over the reactionaries and encouraged the na- suelan flag, and the attack on the
track grand stand and circled th. tionalists. The shah and his entour- Veneauelan consul at Wlllcmstad. Cu
When It was coming back a age are said to be greatly disturbed. racao, the violation ol the consulate
Twenty Men Rescued by Hard field.
blade of the propeller broke and the It Is rumored, the orrespondent adds, and He desecration of the consular
balloon was banged up against flu that the shah has determined to post- shield."
Work; Thiee Still Prisoners grand
lest It should be
stand, throwing Hamilton out pone the elections
the sultan.
Imitating
was
he
thought
go
to
person
to
was
the
first
Farman
in British
Coal
Columbian
ELLIS OFFERED BERTH AS
his assistance and he shook his rival
by
when
RONAPARTE'S ASSISTANT
the
hand
Workings.
aeronaut warmlv
PAPER TRUST CLOSES
he learned that he had not been In
MILLS; 800 MEN IDLE
ured. Hamilton secured a new pro
I By Morning
LmcmI Wtrel
Journal
Cincinnati, July 31. Wade H El
away.
peller
nnd
sailed
lis, attorney general of Ohio, has been
Fernle. B.C., July 31 A "pump oc
July 31. Em- offered the position of first assistant
Glen Falls. N. Y
I'OK A HSU
curred In No. 2 mine. Coal Creek. It M.DVMN
ployes at the Fort Kdward and Ulenn attorney general of the United Statea.
'n-TWASHINGTON
AT
o'clock and as a result twen
about
Mr Ellis, who Is resting after the
Falls mills of the International Paper
Washington. D. C, July 31
miners were entombed. All
notified tonight thai strenuous worg preceding the nomina
ompatn w
means of escape appeared to he cut ing the work of Inflating his dirigible th, two mills would be shut down tion of W II
Taft for president, has
at Fort Monday
off and grave fears were entertained for the preliminary tests
for an Indefinite period About asked, for time to consider the appointex
S.
My.
Captain
r.
Baldwin
Thomas
for their getting out alive as the mine
800 men will be thrown out of work. ment.
Before and during the republifilled with gas and the work of resru. pects to make his first ascension In
can
Mr. Ellis was engaged
convention
durnext,
Monday
was very slow on this account. A large his new airship
on the republican platform, nnd hla
DPNJKS WAGE DIKPI'TF.
number of rescuers went to work try- ing the calm which he figures will folsi. i) THE mm down strenuous efforts In that direction
ing to gel fresh air to the men but low the storm now coming up the
New York, July II. Alonao N.
were in a larga measure responsible
Washington.
In
the
of
direction
coast
some six or seven hundred yards of
treasurer of the International for the present prostration. The letgas
of
manufacturing
the
work
The
re ter
rock and coal hud to be dug through
Paner comoany. tonight denied
Mr. Bonaparte arrived yester.
was begun this morning and will be port that the mills had shut down be day.from
hefore the men could be rescued.
Mr. Kills was In a condition
hut
Special trains with mine officials completed 8unday morning.
workmen refused to Becept which forbade consideration of the
the
cause
The tent on the cavalry drill a cut of 10 per cent. Mr. Burbsnk protfer before
and doctors aboard were rushed from
has elapsed.
Pernie to the scene of the disaster. At grounds which will house Captain said that some of the mills are to he
'the
official
airship
during
Baldwin's
4 o'clock this Hfternoon,
when all hope
shut down shortly because August Is .lolmaon to Take stomp for Bryan.
St. Paul, July It. in s letter to V
had been given up twenty of the min- trials is being got ready, though Cap- the month for alterations.
ers were rescued. Three men are still tain Baldwin does not like to keep his
J. Bryan mailed today Oovernor Johr
airship In a tent. Orent difficulty will
mis..,.- DaiiarronHly III.
missing.
sn places himself at the disposal
be experienced, however. In taking the
Denver. July II. Oeorge A. Petti the national democratic committee fi
.
balloon back tn the balloon house
bone, tried In Idaho for the murder of working put poses He says he will t
Arkansas Itlvcr on llaiiitutce.
each flight, so. the tent will have rormer Governor Hteunenberg, will be available about September and will
Pueblo, July St. A flood Is reportoperated on tomorrow In the hope of where wanted".
ed coming down the Arkansas river to surflce.
The trial that Captain Baldwin will saving his life. He has been suHer- following a heavy storm at Florence
I
railroad make Monday If weather conditions ing ever since the trial with a trouble
nnd east of there. Hcveral
July
bridges are reported as washed out, are favorable, will be the first In his in the region of the kidneys The doe- The motor was tors are unable to
but reports can not be confirmed. The Improved machine.
crest of the flood Is expected to reach tried out at Hammondaport, N. Y.. but his ailment Is of th
Pueblo shortly after midnight, al- before the dirigible can be sent aloft, They feel hopeful ol
though no damage la anticipated un- a proper balance suspended frame ery, howxwer, ir th
Justice.
must be secured. Thta will be Sunday growth.
ices It should be of unusual eeverlty.
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Texas. Senator J. W, Daniel. Virginia;
Senator lsador Kaynur. Maryland;
WITH
BRYAN BUSY
I rt
Orc- f limrffii I 'hM in ImtIm in
Igon: Hoke Smith. Georgia; John E.
Lamb. Indiana; M. E. lngalls. Ohio;
Josiah Quincy, Massachusetts; Ocorge
Et hart. New York. Irving L Handy.
AGCEPTANC IE
Delaware; Archibald McNeil. I on- K.
Met.ulrc.
ncctlcut: Jame
York; J. K. O'Donncll. Illinois; James
K. Campbell. Ohio.
Lab r Martin J Wade, chairman,
Iowa; K'Ker C. Sullivan. Illinois; T.
K. Ryan. Wisconsin; Robert 8. Huds-patNJersey; VV. A. ROtfewetl,
S Johnson, South Da
Quiet Day at Fairvicw Affords .Missouri; E. A.
Newman, District r
kota; Kdetin
l
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

IARRESTED
General Strike Follows Seizure
of Men Charged With Leading Vigneaux Disorders,

ormer Head of United Mine Development Association Rep By Morning Journal Sprelat I rimed Wire.
Paris, July 31. As a result of his
California
Workers Accepts New Office resenting Nine
Investigations into the disorder
at
Counties Passes Strong Res Vigneaux yesterday the public proseCreated by Civic Federation,
cutor issued a number of warrants toolutions Wants More Dele day against the leaders of the revolu-

Campaign Text Bftok Committee
John B. Umb. chairman, indiana;
North Carolina;
J.iscpl'.us
Daniels.
BL Metcalfe. Nebraska.
Richard
tl; Morning Journal Hprrlal Ir.n.t WIN.
Mr. Mack left Buffalo at 10:40 toPalrview, Lincoln, Neb., July 31.
night (or New York, where he will
Today at Falrvlew was uneventful, confer with State Chairman W. J
only a small number of visitors
i "miners
and other leaders and arout tu the Bryan home t" pay range for opening national headquatbeir respects to the democratic noml-i- i' rter in New York.
Mr, Bryan
e fOi the presidency.
iiiai).- rapid hcadwu) with his speech
l
'K PLANS
t'H IRM
of acceptance to. lay. He said that It
VERI ENERO FJTIC CAMPAIGN
would be completed August 5. Ite- X. a York. July 31.
Several mi'lii- gniviiic its possible length Mr. Bryan bert ol the democratic national comMatt
that he was unable t., estimate mitter reached here today and will
It at this time.
Mil Norman Mack, the demo- I. r
f exercises in conThe .program
rattc manager, w hen he arrives to
nection with the notification mi Au-g- morrow to make arrangements for the
'
li was announced today by opening of the eastern headquarters
Mayor P. W. Brown ,ifter t had been foi Bryan and Kern Among those al
submitted to Mr. Bryan for approval. i.
at the Hoffman House are Bog
With the exception ol the speeches er Sullivan, of Illinois, and Secretary
one I'rei Woodson,
the affair will be a
of Kentucky. That
ad on a simple scale Advlei already Ml Mack Intends to wage an etiergetii
..mpaign is indicated by the an
received by tin committee on arrangements Indicates that Mr. Bryan will nouncement today of a strong advisory
face a v.im audience In the capítol committee made up of democrats
ground' when he is formally notified leaders representing all sections of
of the action of tin- Denver conven- the country und'-- the chairmanship ol
I) It Francis, of Missouri. The mem
tion in placing him In nomination.
bera named are all drawn from out
( l
II URM W M ICK
side the national committee. The ex
( oMMl
l I
tuda
IPPOINTMKNTS ecutlve committee announced
Buffalo, July 31. Norman E. Mack numbers twenty members, more than
Chairman of the democratic national twice the usual number. Campaign
committee, today appointed commit-te- i arguments of a special character will
a t.i serve Muring the campaign. The be printed In aj' necessary tongues for
members of the labor committee are distribution by the labor committee
for Mr
The chief headquarters
nil members of tbt national committee, He win announce negt wick the Mack will be In Chicago, but lie ex
Committees on llnani e, press and pacta to divide his time so as to kee
speakers. The appointment f a sub- ill close touch with the east
committee for the eastern and
headquarters will be taken up
on the return of Mi Mack to Chicago FOREIGNERS
in about a week
Ti committees named today are:
Executive Norm, in Mack, chairman, P. L, Allen, Nebraska; I'rey
OUT AMERICAN
Woodson. Kentucky; Martin J, Wade,
Iowa; Joseph Daniel. North Carolina:
Thomas Taggart, Indiana; John T.
McGrn w, West Virginia; Qeorge V.
ireen, Rhode Island; u. M. JobMon.
STEAMERS
i
Teaaa; dark Howetl, Oeorgia T. E.
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THAT IS THE BEST.
Iltf Moraine Journal Rocela! Leaned Wire.)
tionary party, three of whom, Boas- New
York, July 31. Secretary
9
gates,
quet. Yvtaet and Merrhetm. were ar- - j
Ralph M. Easley, of the National Civic
rested on their way to a midnight'
MAJESTIC IS
today announced that
meeting
of the central committee of
Federation.
trongest
endorsements
One of the
the central labor confederation, where
John Mitchell, former president of the
Cnlted Mine Workers of America. the great work of the Irrigation con the news of the arrests aroused much
would, beginning tomorrow, devote his frtaa has Just received is embodied In indignation. The meeting broke up at
entire time to the interests of the a set of resolutions passed and for a late hour after another twenty-fou- r'
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
trade agreement department of the warded to Colonel Hopewell, chairman hours' general strike had been voted
of the board of control, by the Sacra for next Monday Bs an answer to the
federation.
WHEN YOT)
fresh "outrage of the government.'
Development aaaocia
As a member of the executive coun mento Valley
IT IS MA OK
ARE READY
or MALLEABLE
cil nf the federation. Mr. Mitchell has tion. representing nine rich counties of
FOR THAT
AM) THE
of the trade agree- the state of California, and one of the PANAMA PRESIDENTIAL
been chairman
NEW RANGE
ment, hut far more aggressive work bailing organizations of the kind in
BEST
ELECTORS MEET SUNDAY
LET US
CHARCOAL
than hitherto has been possible be- the wide west.
SHOW THE
Colonel Hopewell Is In receipt of the
IKON AND
came desirable.
Panama, July II. Tomorrow the
THE GREAT
WILL WEAR
In making the offer to Mr. Mitchell following letter, which speaks for
presidential electors will assemble, to
MAJESTIC
THREE TIMES
to assume charge of this work. Beth
THE
AS I.OSO
Low. president
of the federation. Mr. W. I. Hopewell, Albuquerque. organize nnd on Sunday will reassemRANGE
ble and cast their votes for president
New Mexico:
AS ANY
wrote to Mr. Mitchell:
THAT IiEADS
Dear Sir: Your letter to this asso- of the republic. All the ballots unOTHER
"It Is our belief that through this
will be for BenOT Don Jose
THEM
RANGE
department yon win find an oppor- ciation under date of Jul 1". enclos- doubtedly
Domingo
!
de O baldía, formerly minof
1
the
copy
call
official
of
ing
the
or
a
MADE
of
In
use
the Interest
tunity still to
congress, ister to the United States, as the electIndustrial peace and advancement the Sixteenth National Irrigation
meeting of the ex- ors are those elected at the polls July
wide experience and great Influence was read at the last
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
In order that 12. when the ohaldin ticket was sucyou have gained in your long service ecutive committee, and
cessful.
as
on
record
place
we
might
ourselves
FOR SALE ONLY BY THE
of the Cnlted Mine Workers of Amstrongly endorsing the splendid work
erica.
frames,
Albuquerque
Window
1.75.
congress the following resoluf
"It goes without saying thai In this of thewas unanimously
Planing Mill.
adopted:
Industrial age. Industrial o,uestlons. In- tion
Whereas, the Sixteenth National Ircluding the relations of employer and rigation
congreea will meet in Albuemploye are among the most vital and querque, New Mexico. September lilMh , OCXXXDOCCXXXXXXX)CXXXX)C)OOOQ
You
day.
of
the
pressing questions
to October 3d. 1908; therefore, be It
will he able no doubt to command the
Resolved, That the Sacramento ValIn the work of your deassociation does
Development
ley
partment not only of the representa- strongly endorse the said National Irlabor,
of
but
also
organized
of
tives
rigation congress, believing It to be an
that great body of employers of labor organization of great practical value
With Amide Meaas and Unsurpassed Facilities.
who recognize and sympathize with to the entire country and worthy of
ot organized
tin aspiration and
the support of all interested; and be it
labor: and from this standpoint of ad- further
Solicita New
vantage we think It may be able to
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation and
Resolved, That the Sacramento Vala and Directora: Solomon Luna, Pres.
$150,000.00.
Officer
Capital.
counto
the
enduring
service
Good Things to Eat.
render
ley Development association pledges its
W S Slrlcklcr. Vice President and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, AssistIdonf
try in a fleld not second In Influence support
Cashier;' William Mcintosh. George Arnot, J. C. Baldrldgc, A. M. Black-wel- l,
to the Naand
ant
to any other."
O. E. Cromwell.
tional Irrigation congress and will do
Cnder date of July 1". Mr. Mitchell all within Its power to make Hie comaccepted Mr. Low's offer, replying:
ing meeting at Albuquerque a success
"I desire to thank you for the op- ful one. and thai special ctlort be
deportunity thus opened to me to
mad,- to the end that the Sacramento
velop, so far as lies In my power, a valley may be represented at said conrelationship between employers and gress by a large and Influential deleworklngmen which win conduce to gation.
Ryan. Wlsconain; J. F. C, Talbott
their mutual Interest, at the same time
Out association proposes to get as
Maryland; John w. Tomllmon, Alaprotecting the public welfare by the many as possible to attend the conTELEPHONE TM
II J WEST CENTRAL AVENUE.
bama: John E. Osborne, Wyoming.
promotion of Industrial peace.
gress, and we shall certainly have
Is
not a more than two delegates, which Is the
Jamis S. Ken. Pennsylvania: K. B Lack of Intelligent Legislation
"The trade agreement
i.vik h. Minnsents; Bdwln O, Wood.
untried theory: on the number assigned to us, and In connecfor Deplorable speculative,
Responsible
Michigan. Nathan 'ole, Jr. f'alifm-Bia- ;
contrary, It Is the recognized and es- tion therefore, permit me to call your
3000COOOOOCOOOCOOOC)OOCO
through which attention to the fact that the Sacratablished method
Robert Ewlng. Louisiana, Harvey
of
Pacific,
on
Affairs
State
V. Oarbar, Ohio.
wage and conditions of employment mento Valley Development association
ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS
mm
Advisory David It Francis, chairire regulated between workmen and- represents eleven counties In the state!
J. J.
Says
K. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Enstabllshed 18H1.
man, Missouri; J. J. Johnson, secreemployers in many nf the most im- ()f California, and is one of the largest
Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleya, Grata,
tary, Kansas, Alton It Parker. New
portant Industries at this And other (m(, nlOKt prominent organizations of
SUGAR
CORN
SWEET
u Mnniing l.erael
Bare, Babbitt Metal, Columns and Iron Fronts for Bulldlnga,
laaead wire.)
Yorl, John Sharp Williams.
utiles. The cillectlve bargain Is a lis kind of the 'aníllelas!. Vmi will
Repairs on Mlnlnc and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
30c a Dozen.
St. Paul, Minn.. July .11
The an- recognition of the Interdependence of readily see that two delegates will not
JohaaoB,
Governor John
Albuquerque, Now Mexico
Fouadry Eat Side Ol Railroad Track.
III
Minnesota; Senator C. A. Culberson, nouncement that tile
hud labor and capital: It Rives to workine be adequate for an organization of our
lines
OOCXXXXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)CxOOCXXXX XXXXXXX3CXXXXXXX3CXv
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WATER
s
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therefore,
the
hope,
We
interest
an
men
prestige.
able
and
abandoned the marine portion of iheir
,
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. i
guaraníes
.
you will permit us to appoint
1 3-Per Pound.
share In the trade with Japan und ileus and long periodsid employers
oí
It
seems
j
Industrial
employes
j
mitve than two delegates, but
T
China, while retaining affiliation with neace. an assurance Hint can not be , ,1H (hut we should be allowed at
Japanese steamship lines, came iih H given through any other agency,
least two from each county
H
Native Fresh Tomatoes
many people of the north- shock
"1'ntll the maintenance and exten
Awaiting a favorable reply we
west, .recording to Chairman of thi
Fancy Stock; 2 lbs., 25c.
sion of this system of regulating con- lo remain, yours very truly,
EXCURSIONS
Hoard .'ame J. Hill, of the Croat
of employment and Industry SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEVELOP- dition!
Northei :i. it was to he expected.
wdth the approbation of
meet
should
,1
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Hill, "our
W'h: " exclaimed Mr
Best California Potatoes
nil forcea In society olleftlotla for InO, H. Miller. Secretary.
Pacific trade has been gone for a dustrial peace on
basis equitable to
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A IV .11.
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the worklngman and to their employ- KING HAAKON GREETS
itold th. n what was coming."
ers."
Kan Francisco and return, $45.00, via
I
Aske if tlie action of the Alucinan
Mr. Mitchell mover! to this city last
FRENCH PRESIDENT
POTATO CAKES
direct line, Tuesdays, Thuradays and
transe, tlnenial road In withdrawing
Wednesday and will make his
Saturdays of each week, final limit
bakfiom t e Pacific carrying trade was
The
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our
that
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No.
yet
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But we think he'll carry Teiaa and
Mack tomorrow.
and shelter for seven days and their
win Florida from Ta ft.
severe.
1,237,433.69
were
uifTcrlngs
Cash resources
Twenty-fiv- e
Cerne la the Price of
Chicago Record-Heralt
Peace.
r
Trade Mark Trcal) Atpmvrd.
terrible Itching and smarting,
The
:. $2,962,388.51
A full line of Loaded Shot
31.
July
$2,962,388.61
The
Japafe
trade m. idem to certain skin diseases, b
Tokio.
TOTAL
trenly
copyright
between
and
mark
by
applying
allayed
Instantly
Gun Shells at Mcintosh HardAmerica and Japan wn passed by the Chümherlaln's Halve Prl. e 15 eenls
ware Co.'s,
privy council.
For (aale by all druggists.
i
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WAGNER HDW. CO

N)I

I

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

THE

ais

New-Yor-

JAffA

Grocery Co.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

Saturday's

PRESCRIPTIONS?

DRIVE

Specials

irii

i,

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY'jf

1

.

aitMt
.

4c

i

H

i

CASH

pffioi

i

SATURDAY

head-quarte-

mm

rs

i

III

SPECIALS

1

.

.

T. E. Purdy, Agent

two-third-

i

Mil PILLS.
'

i

.

i

Jaffa

W. L.Trimble & Co.

Hamburg--

Inter-RaUOfi-

i

Ko-vac- s.

.

-h

--

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

THE

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

MONARCH

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

GROCERY CO.

I

d

CASH
Ill

"

JlftlAlfiiftll

at

total

THE ALBUQUERQUE

BASEGAL L
OF TDK IE

The Future Railroad Metropolis

VMS,

BELEN IS

THIRTY-ON-

of New Mexico.

New York

53

S7

.".Sfl

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

47

46
46
62
56
80

.540

Brooklyn

48
40
83

.

II

Loulg

St

American
8t. Louis

rhlcuso

Cleveland
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington

4

44
43
15
32

New York

Western Letune.
Won

Omaha
Denver
Pueblo
Moines

D

York

New

I,nst

Pr'
.60.1 KETGHELL
WINS

58

.5'
.408

60

.84T

Vo

ew

200 000 000
140 02O J 0- -

i

B.

II
2
1

8

1

14

I

"

aril

Haymond

Cush,

Batteries

I

1

H-

Louis
York

Ludwlg; Taylor, Drcsnnhun and

Need-ha-

n
1.
Chicaun (
Boston, July 31. -- Chicago took the
fourth straight game from Boston
Bo-to-

PE5Í5

to i.

6

R. H

Score

000 100 1013
Chicago
010 000 000 1
Boston
Batteries Overall and Kline,;
and Graham.

.
1

'

1
Ltu-dain-

IT

Philadelphia :t: Cincinnati 0.
PhlladelpnU
Philadelphia. July 31
shut Cincinnati out tuday in a game
marked by sensational fielding by io
teams.

i

it H. B.

Score
Cln nnati

.

...000

000

Olio

0

.

8

3
000 210 00
Coakley und Bchlel;

Philadelphia
Batteries
and Dooln.

!

:

Brooklyn

.

Brooklyn. July 31. In u game
tthtch was enlivened by sharp fielding, MttsbUrg beat Brooklyn today. 6
to 2.
R. H. K.
a
Score
003 000 0308 10
PlttBburg
010 00(1 0102 7 0
Brooklyn
QlbiO;
and
Batteries Maddox
Bueker and Bergen.

A

St. Ijonls 4: Philadelphia 2.
St. Louis got .in
St. Louts, July 31
early lead today and won out easily,
.o h
Hartzel! and Davis
2.
4 to

knocked home runs.

H-

-

4
101 000 11
Louis'.
.000 001 0102
Philadelphia
Wuddell
Batteries Bailey,
Spencer; Bender and lloweis.

K-

K.-ll-

-

and

mi
Tills Mark Stands for

New

H-

Mini
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Women's

mentioned chilliness of pedal extremities that Is apparently infectious, although the distinguished array of
medical and surgical talent constituting the "Microbes" team denies it. The
PeStS defeated the Microbes a short
Mint ago.
Later they swatted the
hank clerks, or ivnpush. is, and when
they fulled to take pn unv more games
the Microbes were loud in their talk
of cold feet nnd claimed that every
physician in the city was attending
smart member of the Pests to restore
circulation In the toes. Finally, after
great effort, the Courtplasters, once
defeated by the Microbes, arranged
another game with them for today. At
tile last minute the Microbes called It
off, having
caught the
apparently
contagion from attending the Pelts,
Anyway, there will be a good game,
if the Microbe! did crawfish.
Coniniander of Pacific Fleet,
Island Navy Yard, Cal., July
11
Rear Admiral W. T. Swinburne
james H,
aucceeded near Admiral
DajTtOn as communder-in-clile- f
of the
The change In
Pacific fleet today.
cbmtitendi took place aboard the flag
ship West Virginia and was attended
by the usual ceremonies.
accompanied by
.ii!iirai Dayton,

Fr.. inont.
Jr., left for Washington tonight Admiral Swinburne, who hal commanded
the
cond squadron of the Pacific
fleet for nearly two years, arrived here
yesterday
his aide, Lieutenant John C

n.

LOTTcc
I ar
ICXm

3

pkgs.

Of

Roo ma

SHADRACH

Bye, Bar, Ñloae and Throit
0. ullst an Am let for Bantu F. 'osel
Lines.
OfneeBtate National Bank
lUiildini'. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m ; 1:30
'
m.

j

Can't DOSSib V make 11
.
good coffee from an in- ferior brand. Crystal
imMKOPATiis,
;!r
coffee, at 30 cents per !!pR& bronson a bronson
physicKa'surg
pound, we confidently be- - h
lieve, is the best brand
ever sold in Albuquerque.
y
YOU

afJrffiJS

10c

lie

DENTIKTS.

t

...r6c.

.

10c
10c
25c
20c

WLM

l

I

DR. J. E. KR tPT
Dental Burgeon,

úé
gaVfi4fillr
BVKIBar

"
Barnetl building,
M''",i"
"'' ,v

'

ü

tSSM

t

SOLt AGENT.

16c
potatoes, per can
can of Huyler's COCOS ...,25c
Phone 23N
f08 W. Central.
Bxtra standard pears, per can ...ltd
ItC
Fancy salmon In lint cans
25c cans of dry chipped beef ....20c II
11c
Pancake Hour, per pkg
5 lbs. of whole wheat flour
10c
PROFESSIONAL CARD.
6 CSnS of deviled hum
26c
20c CHAS. A. BLLB- R26c culis of corn beef
10c
S L ed bacon, per can
iientlst.
.10c I'hones X69 and 1025. Albuqueniue,
12Mc pkgs. of vermicelli
.
New Mexico.
THE MA.E
Bligagementa Mad.- by Hall,
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor,
lb.

I

Belts

thk

,,s,,'

,N(M"rr
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w, ...

;m,
Asea

KT GOODS, MILLINERY

PHONE ORDERS

Milse. of Integrity.

i

,

n

1

South Third street.

""..,

PUT

K

Count Surveyor.
before I', s. Land li. part- Land Scrip for sain, rl.ll
engineering, (oíd av. nue, opposite
Morning Journal oftlaV,
nn-nt-

.

1TD

WOMiCN'S

EXOLl'3I KL1.
GARMENT
KILLED PROMPTLY.

READY-TO-WEA-

I'll. LEO PROMPTLY.

MAIL ORDERS

for

Children's
Belts
Wlilte and patent leather,
tome with Hunter Brown.
others with harness buckles; regulur prices 36c to
50c, regular at. each 2.rc

fd

1

H R.

II

2

I 4 t
Sullivan;

Omaha

u

.

ciiv

R. H.
ooo 000 0101 I
0
3
OOB 000 000

I
3

Hnttertes Rhoudes and Lebrand
Starr and Shea.
Denver 8: Des Moines 5.
Dei Moines, July 31 By better all
round playing Denver defeated Dee
Moines today by 8 to 5.
It H. p:
Score 5
3
9

r..

Molne

0011

010

110-

-

120 080 0021
Denver
Batteries Wltherup, Neleon
Welgart; Chabeck and Zalusky.

;

I

PARASOL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

TODAY ONLY FROM 2 P. M. TO 9 P. M.
We will place on sale a large lot of seasonable and stylish Parasols, comprising Pongees, Poplins, Lace and Embroidery Trimmed Linens, Hemstitched Pongees, Hem-- .
stitched Linens, etc, at prices EXCEPTIONALLY LOW
:

Omaha I; Shmx City 0.
Omaha. July SL In a pitcher's battle between Rhosdes and Starr, Omaha won from sloux City, 1 to 0.
Unnr

nt

4

lie-fo-

and

H

I

WESTERN LEAOÜE.
Lincoln, July 81. Today's game
with Pueblo went to ten innings
Lincoln could suueesc in the win
ning run. Both Pueblo's runs were
girt
Pueblo
Batteries Bonno
Owens and Mltie.

ens

a-.-

Attorney

-

8

.

SU-

3

ed In four rune off Charles Smith In
the first three Innings against Washington and won eualiy.
K
H- í!Score
0
4 11
211 000 00
Chicago
Washington , ..01 000 000 1 6 S
Batteries P. Smith und Sulllvun;
c Smith. Keely and Street.

R

er.

Minina and Metallurglea) Rngliieer
sos Wi
uos
frull avenue Po

76 I
Clarke:

--

RH

I

HHHHHHHHHail th

ALSUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRV OOODS riQUSE.

In npp. nz' II work,
and
embroidered, with pearl
regular price,
buckles;
25c
35c. ut, each

Chicago 4: Washington I.
Chicago. July 31. Chicago pound-

110 000 000 1
101 000 000 0

Phone

111

Butteries Kulkenburg and
Davidson. Chesbro, Billiard, Klelnow
and Sweeney.

Hcors
Lincoln

build- -

-

040 4016.14
000 020

-

Uai!Phone 108a

TUU
Practice Limit, d

DBS

,

10 s.

Physl. inn and Surgeon
t;
and 8, .v T, Armljo
M
lug, Albuquerque,

,

Suet
V4

Highland Office,
Albuquerque, x. M.

j

I

,

, . .26c

Jell-- O

ano

physicians and st ik.i ons
h. l. bFRton .-

dTl

2

--ar-

....20c

lie bottles of pickles

t-

Atforney lit
.Slat- - National
Made. N.-Bank Bldg., Albu.4uer.1ue, N. M.

j I.

pg

g

SPECIAL SALE.

pkg. of washing pbwder
Pitted prim. s. per pkg
Llttlo inck laius, per can
c two pound cans of tomatoei
LartJe cans of milk
12 c grade of Jam
Large pkg. of oat Hakes
n

ATTORNEYS.
W. WILSON-

J( iHN

Attorney at Low
Of lire In First .National Hank building
Albu.uer.ue, X. tí.

New
Mar.-

SATURDAY'S

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

R. W. D. BRYAN

THE ECONOMIST

Tub'

leveiaiid Ht; New York :t.
Cleveland, July 31. - Cleveland defeated New York today with ease.
Home runs were made by Hinchman
and Clarke.
K-

Secretary.

WM. M. BERG BR,

S

7

R-

,.

'

(

...200
York. ...010

i

ai

:
Detroit .".
BOatOd
After winning
Detroit. July 31.
nine straight Detroit's streak was
broken by Boston today, who won by
the score of 9 to 5.
R; "
Scor- e030 000 0026 10 4
Detroit
001 012 0059 13 2
Boston
nnd
Mullln
Batteries Summers,
Thomas; Schmidt, Burchtll, Steele and
Carrlgnn

Score

GLVESTON

I

8

8

Ht

Cleveland.

1

b.-- .

j

AMERICAN LEAGl'E.

R-

PUT

I

X

.

Score

ILL

-

n
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THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

though struck by a sledge hammer. of tile unfortunate woman brought to
There was nothing to do but to count her room two of the assistant slstf ,
BY ten and Ketchell had retained the who in turn were attacks! ly the tv. i
men and brutally though not fatal!)
middleweight championship.
In the pres. nee of Referee Jack beaten. The assailants escaped.
-- eWelch, the staki holder, and hundreds
of spectators, the lighters weighed In Hclp For Those Who i I me Stomach
KNOGKOU
Tumble.
at 6 o'clock tonight. The scales were
for about twelve
After doctoring
set at 158 pound.? and those tlgures
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
were not exceeded by either of the spending
nearly five .lundred
lighters. It was understood, however, for medicine and doctor's fees, dollars
purHugo Kelly Puts Up Game But that
Kelly was the lighter of the two chased my wife one box of ChamberTablets,
Futile Fight Against Middle- by at least three pounds. The men. lain's Stomach and Liver
alter partaking of a light dinner, were which did her so much good that she
driven 'to the CollscurA. Immediately continued to use them and tiny have
weight Champion,
donner their fighting clothes and lolled done her more good than - all of the
about In the dressing moms until medicine I bought before.-- SA MI 'KL
Mirla)
I II v Morning Journal
BOYRIt, Kolsom, Iowa. This mediii.nl Wire
summoned for action.
SamIs for sale by nil drugists.
San Francisco. Cal.. July 31. Stan-- '
Every seat was sold long before the cine
ley Ketchell. of Grand Rapids. Mich.,! doors to the Coliseum Were opened ples free.
made short work of Hugo Kelly, of and additional tiers of benches were
Chicago, tonight at the Coliseum in a hastily constructed. The receipt will
contest fur the approximate 120,000. Interest In toscheduled
championship.
middleweight
He night's battle wad Inte nse and traffic
knocked out his man after but twenty1 in the vicinity of Golden Gate park,
sen. mis of lighting in the third round, where the pavilion Is located, was
shift flush to the jaw placln-Kellblocked by crowds of nu n discussing
i left hora
COURTPLASTERS
du combat.
the chances of the two pugilists und
Although Ketchell won early the fighting for admission.
victory was not an easy one. In fact,
it looked u bit gloomy for the champion a he strode to his seat after the ATTACKS VALIDITY OF
PARK
end uf .the second round. In two fast1
LAW,
RAILROAD
rounds, Kelly outfought his man from
the tap of the gong to the end.
Hartford, Conn., July 31, The N'e-Early in the first round Kelly de
veloped 8 wicked left which he placed York New Haven ami Hartford Ki'.- - In Spite of General Prevalence
at various portions of Ketchell s ro id company has filed a complain
of Cold Feet Epidemic a Good
anatomy almost ut will. Several times in the United states circuit court her
he Jgrred the champion with yrlcfeed against the' interstate commerce corn- Game Has Been Arranged for
lens lo me lace ano nis puuenes in njjaaUin. attacking the law passed by
the body made Ketchell groan per-- ; the lasi congress entitled. "An act to
This Afternoon,
ceptlbly. Toward the close of the promote the safety of employes and
"
in
a
rurlous mixin mini ins:
round
travelers on railroads by limiting ih
In Spite of the general prevalence
which Kelly excelled. Ketchell drove hour! 'if service of employ, s therein
if severe cases of cold leet. n base- In a smashing left to the eye and part
4
lull game has finally
n C H Ml IK DDI IT A
ly closed Kelly's left eye. The round
V
n arranged
ILL I
for thta afternoon at TVnetlon mirk
closed with the house In an uproar IW U. W HUH UliU
SLAIN BY PARIS FHUGSi between the VUlag p.sts or Inenr- and yelling for Kelly.
lance men and the Courtplasters, oth- In the second round the men mixed
Ketehell's
It at a furious pace and
erwlse known as lawyers. The game
Paris. July 31. The Inhabitants i f wm
freely as he took his seat.
,.,!,.,, at 4
nose bl.-condition
Ketchell came up quickly In the the suburb of Antony have been arous j of the grounds permitting, and the
admission will be free, The Posts are
third and last round. He Immediately ed by an atrocious crime commute
left, which he last night In a girl's hoarding school. j hack In the gam.- and with all their
laced out with his
placed in quick succession to Kelly's The aged directress or the Institution, old time speed and the Cnurtplast. l v
Larrleu. a member of the or-- j regard the game ns a habeas corpus,
Italian
jaw.
Before the lenti-daahad a chance tr collect his senses, der of the Sisters of St. Andre, W4f j aljasCSplaS, lead pipe cinch, ns afore-beate- n
to death by hammers in the said.
etchell shiften his left flush to the
was toppled over as hands of two masked men. The erle
There Is lomethlng tbCut the above
jaw and

.58:!
.511

51

AN

i

easy' victory over Pi

.Score

Net

.34--

S(. Louis I.

July

York,

scored another
Lculs today.
St

l:

President.

.38

LEAGl'E.

NATIONAL
New

JOHN BECKER,

.43

46

CITY

FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS

W EST

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

65!i
MiH
.48

41

AND

ONE-THIR-

.tí

38

E OE THE SANTA EE SYSTEM LEADING EAST
ERANCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.

The Santa Ee Railway Company lias hert- - the largest terminal vurils on lis system from CtuYugo lo California which with an elegant Harvey Rating House, n commodious depot, mall and UpTOM ofllcc, roundhouse
for elglileeu stalls; tracks to accommodate 4.086 cars. The lots offered far sale adjoin (he rteKt ".rounds and Harvey Eathig House; Greets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade tiects 10,
CASH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE I'EREECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
THE PRICES OE LOTS ARE LOW: TERMS EASY.

60

57
57
68
51
40
35

Sioux City
Lincoln

:

.431.
.371
.341

36
88
41
43
46
50
55

57
56.
52

of the A. T. & 5. F. Railway

Cut-Of- f

THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Helen. New Mniw, lies in the valley of the Rto Gnuitlc It has ílnc liarte tree) a nil a beautiful lake. School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club. Mercantile Stores if nil classes, Patent Holler Mills, a Winery, the
restaurants. Brick Yanl, two Lumber Yards, etc. et etc.
new Hotel Belen, with all mmlern upproYctnenttt;
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Lost I'.C

Won

Detroit

1.1

TO SAN

Wnn. Lost. P.C.
S
56
.609
36
(5
.604

Boston

3

1908.

Located on the Belen

MILES SOtTII OK ALRIQIEROPE, NEW MEXICO. ON THE MAIN

E

National League.
Pittsburg
Chicago

AUGUST 1,

SATURDAY,

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE

STANDING

MORNING JOURNAL,

11

Lot A

1

Comprises Pongees and Linens, Plain and Fancy, Bamboo Sticks, worth up to $2.50

--

29

K

Pongee Parasols, with genuine Bamboo Sticks. Some of these Parasols
Comprising a beautiful and stylish assortment
f
are plain, some figured, while others are embellished with handsome borders Persian designs. These
i 3Q
LOl
O
to
$3.25
Parasols sold up
Eolvennes, Figured Poplins, Lace and Embroidery
tí
Composed
a large and varied assortment
fLOla. V Trimmed
Lmens, etc., with Bamboo, Natural or Ebonized Sticks. Worth up to $5.00
P A QQ
of

w

in

1

of

of

1

and

AMERICAN AWeOCtATlON.
Indianapolis 2;
At Indianapolis:
Kansas City 4.
At Loulavllle: LoulaVltle 2; Milwaukee 1.
.t Toledo: Toledo I; Minneapolis 3.
Columbue 7; St
At Columbua:

.

tw

I,

UMIH.)

--

mm

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

PROGRt SSI V E N E SS LOST BROTHER

From the

I

airy, sunshine, million dollar bakery
baked in white tile ovens on the TOP Floor,

Ha -- Ha Snaps
jf.

r.

a delightful flavor and taste.

Kept fresh and crisp in the
moisture-proo-

thrice-seale-

f

At your grocer's

I

package.

5c,

Loose Wiles

m

FOR

Hardly a week passes now that
not witness the Incoming of several homescekers to either Invest in
Improved land or tile on claims. The
most encouraging feature Is that the
present InfltU of immigration is composed largely of people who not only
have means, energy and ideas, but are
enthusiastic as to the ultimate success and prosperity of this great valley. A great part of this present prosperity is due to advertising of the kind

road Improv
hur
tribute hi? Ju
ment.
GOOD ROADS LEAGU E In California, a traveling road bu-- j
ñ au is maintained, and Illustrated lac.
tures are given in every community In
the counties that have become aroused
to the Importance of the problem. The,
E
FOREVERYGOUNTY
chairman of the highway commission
declares that it coats $isr,.ooft.ooo aj which Informs the public at large
year to carry farm produce within the where great opportunities are to be
state from the point of production to found. Sonic of this is due to the
Mesilla Valley Citizen Believes the railroads.
general publicity campaign by the
Permanent roads should be bUjilt as Alamo Business Men's club, ami no
Means
Highways
Better
fail as possible, for the burden lifted Small port ol' it may be attributed to
fnr mine than the advertising which, in a small way.
Greater Prosper ity for Every by Luildlng Rood roads
Offceta the slight tnx necessary to do, has been carried on for a long while
the constructive work.
Part of Tenitory.
by some of the public spirited citi
Why would not the Irrigation con-- , zens in business.
good
For Ínstame: For a Ion while M.
fresa week at Albuquerque be a
A goo, roads league for wry coun-vi-rtime and place to organise the Good I,. Oliver, wholesale und retail furnigood Hoad.H league?
ty In New Mexico is th
ture dealer, has been using an envelope which carries clear across the
jiiim advanced by a prominent citizen
top. In big red letters, the legend:
TKftltlliliV SCALDED
of the Mesilla outlay as j mmim of I
something we hear or read about "Alatnogordo, the queen city of the
n
starting a systematic food roadi
every day of our Uves.
Huma and southwest."
The Alamo Business
That senilis either slight or serious are Men's club recently had printed a letall over the territory.
He
your
family.
In
bound to happen
in a left
good roads mean good business and prepared
by having a bottle of Ma- terhead which enumerates
an Inch
of
width
of
margin
the
bre
hand
It
Titno
handv.
llard's
Snow
can
I.lnlneiit
doubt.
than
- lieves the pain Instantly and quickly and a half, extending th, length of the
ttawonatratthoroughly
baaa
ha
ian
facts, any one of
heals the burn. Hold by J. H. U'Rblly sheet, thirty-thred in the Pecos valley nntl other parts Compnny.
.
Which Is calculated to interest the
if the territory and is rapidly being
prospective homeseeker. The items are
flmioinlfglafl
in the district around
under Ave headings as folgrouped
Albuquerque. Tin- Mesilla valley man,
lows:
RIG
who I one of the leading educators KIBBEY URGES
Facts and figures, agriculture, Instianil bait, known i Itlsetu of Mat Mexclimate, miscellaneous.
tutions,
follows:
ico, writes as
and professional men
business
The
Mesilla Hark. N. M.. July 30. 198.
placed with
city
have
of
the
The MornlnK Journal. Albuquerque.
arderá aggregating twenty thouI
IMVC BOtlpad With much approval
sand of these letterheads, which will
your work towards securing for Me
of course carry their own cards in
I
to
wish
call
rouds.
Mexico better
place of the Alamo Business Men's
In
your attention to an editorial
sub-acl
Kl Paso Herald on itic
Governor of Arizona Writes tor1
Anderson, wife of a con- of securing for, or the forming of.
m paao & southwestern
n
ti...
Mayors of Teiritonal Cities doctor
a good roads league In every county
is visiting in Alamogordo.
t'arrizozo,
at
In
no
believe
there
In
Mexico.
in Behalf of the Irrigation!
Mr. Lucas, of Oklahoma city, ac- other question of greater economic Imnv ins son. is muaiiig .
eompanled
portance than the kooiI roada question
Mr.
Congress.
visit'
to Alamogordo.
business
it I not specially n local queetlon, hut
Lucas represents a party of capitalit I a question Interesting every porists of Oklahoma City and is looking
In Dona Ann
tion of the territory.
Governor Klbbey. uf Arizona. Is ad- Into a prospective investment here.
etepa
county the Initiatory
have been dressing
tin
to
communications
The Kl Paso & Southwestern gen- Liken toararda the forming of such a mayors of various cities in that terrl
hospital is rapidly glowing inio
ral
conleague. So far on thin county
A short while since
plac
cerned, thf present law. either from torv urging upon them the Importance a very busy
nurses
of trained
fori
regular
...
the
.w.
.
It
.
,
...
.
..-administration.
inefficiency
or
'
t, IS"., II
It.
,,..v.'..
to live, and
Increased
three,
then
was
not
can
Good roads
U a mi re farce.
teetith .National Irritation congress In now it bus become necessary to add
he serured without legislation that Is
city. The Tucson Citizen says:
this
the sixth. Although this Is a railroad
capable of being successfully and
institution, not a single one of the pa". Sim k has received from
Mayor (
Whilst this is
equitably put in ton
now under treatment is tn victients
n
i
wnu
a
íavor
masing
me
in
a territorial question,
(overnor KlBOey
Piter
a railroad BCCtuent
of
tim
option"
such legislation on the "local
urK,.p the largest attendance
plan Let those enterprising sections
,r.
h mmtmh Natl(liwl
which are willing to tax themselves '
for this purpose be empowered to do l igation congress In Albuquerque, and WRECK
OF LIMITED
complete exhibit, as can be mnde
so. and give them the means of carry-j- u
cognizes
im
Klbbey
li
the
Now,
each
Qovernor
ri
ing out their desires.
county will form tnis good roads portance f the congress to the wnoie.
league nntl go to work studying the southwest and Is using his best ef
DELAYS
question from the experience of other forts to see that Arizona's representasections of the country, ami be pre tion Is adequate. He will himself tit
pared tO Unite on some sensible but tend the congnss. The letter follows:
t
"Office of the (inventor.
efficient recommendations to our next'
"Phoenix. Arlx.. July IX. ivas.
legislature, I have Implicit faith that,
he NeQI
- Sailta
........... ,.r v.... vi. I.,, ulll unutiiln1
r Oil
"nesr Si: I m er the provisions of,
the official call for the Sixteenth Ka
Topeka Puts west Bound
their efforts.
tlonal Irrigation congress, to ! held
Ctttaefl of Dona Ana County
Trains Six to Ten Hours BeThe editorial In the Kl Paso paper at Albuquerque. N. M .. commencing
September 2t. 190s, five delegates may
la as follows:
hind Schedule Time,
be accredited to It by you as the mayor
A Good Roads League for New Mexyour
city.
county!
of
Kl
Paso
ico and
,
I
I
n
not do more than to call,
The Idea comes from one of the
omirnrnla
most progressive citlxens of the Me- vour attention to this important meet-- ! "mlted train No. 3 at
near
akarusa.
ILvalue upon
It Is a good one, every ing to impress
silla valley
mind. The whole territory Is Interest-- j I opeka. Kan., on inursuay. nuo me
Way good.
It- effect of putting a severe crimp in the
In every county of New Mexico, n ed In the subject of Irrigation and
heiHie last night. Train No.
branch of the league should be orga- Immediate cognate subjects, all ol ,,ra
nized
An unnual meeting for the which It Is tin object of the congress ( westbound, due here at .45, at a
late hour was bulletined 1 o'clock a.
whole territory, with addresses from to promote.
"Millions of dollars arc now being m. und arrived considerably later,
expert of the government road bureau and experts of state road deport- expended In the territory by the gov- while trains 7 and ! were corres'
works and ponrilngly delayed,
ments in those states which have tak- ernment for Irrigation
"I am familiar with the spot where
en ap the problem In earnest, would many other millions not only by the
serve to give Impetus to an educative government but by private enterprise, the wreck occurred," said City Mararouse
Interest can be mnde available by the proper shal McMIIUn last night. The chief
and
campaign.
lived for nineteen years at Osage City,
throughout the territory In the prob- effort.
"One of the things that will help Kan., not far from Wakarusu. "It Is
lem of good roads
nlwuys re.
a long, high curve which
Kl Paso county, whose commercial to that end Is the exhibition of a liveInterests are so closely ly Interest by our people in the sub- garded with more or less apprehenund
bound with those of New Mexico, ject; and one of the ways to exhibit sion by the trainmen, and a train
should naturally la- Included In the that Interest is by having an active leaving the track there at high speed
representation at the Irrigation con- would stand a good chance of being
territorial league.
The laws of New Mexico relating gress. I shall be pleased to have you smashed to kindling wood."
Progressive give this matter your early attention,
to roads are obsolete.
SuppreHMetl.
"Any Information as to the details
Out of
i o unties need new legislation.
item lotion (Writ-tallSan Salvador. July 31. It was offithe Good Road league would naturnl-- of the congress you may have by adproceed a movement for a revision dressing Mr. it. K. Twltchcii. geera-- cially staled today that the revolution
tary of the board of control. Alhuquer.ltn Honduras had been suppressed The
of the laws, so that sufficient inn,
government commenced pitiiig in- - in
might be had for modern road im- que. K. M very iruiy,
terem of the floating debt with the
"JOHKPII H. KIHBKY.
provement, and so that the unwilling
'Governor of Arizona." 'first receipt of silver.
land owner might be forced to con- :
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JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS I
i
row uecv
-

DIARRHOEA
There is no need of anyone suffering long with this disease, for to
effect a quick cure it is only necessary to take a few doses of

Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy
In tact, in most cases one dose is sufficient It never fails and can be
relied upon in the most severe and dangerous cases. It is equally
valuable fin children and is the means of saving the lives of many
children each year. In the world's history no medicine has ever met
with greater success. Price 25 cents. Large size 50 cents.

Male

1

J

RENTRooms.

FOR

FOR RENT A nice room with modern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 11S6.
tf
Personal Property Loans
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, ligtu
housekeeping or lodging; largo,
2S7.
tf
light and modern; bath, etc.; one
S. E. cor. Eighth
ON FURNITURE, PIANOS. ORGANS, block north of park.
HELP WANTEDejnale.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels; st, and Kent ave. Rates moderate.
also on Salaries and Warehouse ReRENT Room at 421 North 6th
WANTED Ladles to call and see ceipts, aa low as $10.00 and as high as FOR
No sick.
our new stock of millinery at re- $150.00. Loans are quickly made ana
duced prices. Crane Millinery and strictly private. Time: One month to FURNISHED ROOMS for light houseDressmaking Parlors,
Central
and one year given. Goods to remain In keeping; also bedrooms with or
and your possession.
Fifth street. Ladies' tailoring
Our ratea are rea- without board. Gerónimo hotel, 121 H
dresbmaklng parlors. Phone 944. Ap- sonable. Call and sea us before bor- North First.
a6
tf rowing. Steamship tickets to and WANTED Tenant for five room
prentices wanted.
ISpeelsl rorrespondenre Morning Journsl.)
cottage in good condition.
at from all narts of the world.
chambermaid
Spokane, Wash., July SO. Koyal WANTED Good
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY Close in. Apply 116 West Gold Ave.
hotel.
Columbus
the
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bids.
Raymond, living near Madison. Wis.,
FOR RENT Two good rooms tor
PRIVATE OFFICES
light housekeeping, $11. Call 404
found his brother. H. .J. Kaymond,
OPEN EVENINGS
Second.
given
up for dead years ago, at
West Central Avenue North
30SH
FOR RENT Large, cool, desirable
Sprague, Wash., after causing his ar- WANTED- - Hy young lady nurse to
rooms for housekeeping. 624 West
rest under the impression he was an
tako care of Invalid; big wages not
STORAGE.
Central avenue. Apply at rear
Ropal received a letter the object. Nurse Joumat office.
Impostor.
Pianos, household goods, FOR RENT Three furnished
and
from H. J. Raymond several weeks WANTED Position, general hoime-wor- k WANTED
etc., stored and packed safely at
three unfurnished rooms on South
of chambermaid. 11C W. Hurl
ago. asking for financial assistance.
The
540.
rates.
Phone
reasonable
Broadway. Call Dr. Wilson, 417 South
He looked upon the letter with sus- ing.
Security Warehouse ft Improvement Arno.
by
tf
picion and his conclusion was that WANTED Situation
$ and 4, Grant
Offices.
Co.
Rooms
baker Address Box 266, Silver Block, Third ttreet and Central Ave. FOR RENT Four well furnished
the man at Sprague had gained some
knowledge of the Raymond family, City, N. Mex
rooms for housekeeping. 324 South
by)
..
.
through the long lost brother, who WANTED Position as cashier,
Edith street.
tf
In or V
vniinir ladv of exocrience.
was believed to have been killed by
Newly furnished rooms
FOR
RENT
lout
B.
of Albuquerque. Address E.
his partner on the way north from
with board and all modern con- California, where they were in 1 8 9 r, care Journal Office.
TRY
9 venlenaea. $26 to $28 per month. 810
When Royal reached Sprague he obNorth Eighth.
tained a John Doe warrant In Justice
TO MAKE IT
obcharge
of
Agents.
on
WANTED
the
Salesmen.
Kttelson's court
taining money under false pretenses.
FOR SALEReal Estate.
CASH
AND
AGENTS $ S50.00
SALESMEN
A detective arrested
John Doe on the
"
made
can
over
be
per
week
and
FOR SALE On" easy payments, 18
Mc.Melvllle farm, where he was winkON
New Campaign Novelties from
lots, single or In bunch, good locaing.
Doe asked permission to shave selling
to Stores,
tion. Fine investment, or will exIn lore appealing
for trial, and when now until election. Sella
change for paying business or other
and
Private
County
Picnics'
Fairs,
THESE SMALL
this was done Royal recognized the
property.
Inquire 220 Weat SilComplete line of samples,
man as his brother. The matter was Families. prepaid
ver,
today.
GOc.
mil
Order
charges
for
ADS.
explained to tile court, and the pro- Chicago Novelty Co., 60
Wabash ave.,
FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
ceedings were quashed and the two
Third and Mountain Road. $2000.
Chicago.
brothers started for the old home in
FOR
SALE Beautifully
located
Wisconsin.
mountain ranch of 120 acres; unKiiormons Honey Crop.
iWEIhr!
surpassed fertility; plenty of water:
Jesse W. Thornton, the honey king SANITORIUM, Rosedale Place, locat$5.00 per acre. Address Ranch, this
of the Yakima valley, west of Spoed on Lockhart ranch, near Indian
kane, who has 300 colonics of bees, school. Under management of grad- FOR SALE Good, gentle horse, dou- office.
ble harness, express wagon. 621 W. FOR SALE
each of which he says will produce r,li uate nurses. Rates reasonable. Miss34 acre garden truck
pounds of comb honey, declares that es Moorman and Bartlett. phone 1176. Silver.
ranch Including nr, orchard of 40
the outlook is that the yield will be HOARD and lodging at $20.00 and FOR SALE All kinds of House hold trees, 26 bearing heavily, two acres
furniture.
Futrelle Furniture Co., of crops Including 1200 hills of cantthe largest in the history of the val$25.00.
Electric light and phone.
tf aloupes. If sold at once
west end of viaduct.
ley. It is expected to ship ten cars or and bath. 616 W. Coal.
will include
SALF, Household
goods
of
FOR
3.000,000 pounds from the valley this
'wagon,
brooder, tools and 20
by the day at
Boarders
WANTED
every
S.
description
200
Broadat
and Pacific coast
year to eastern
spring chickens.
412 South Broadway. Ladles pre- way.
Price $150. Inmarkets. The bees arc fed on alfalfa, ferred,
tf
quire at first ranch west of Barelas
protecto-grap- h
A
SALK
new
FOR
brand
are
they
In
bloom,
and
now
Is
which
Roomers, with or withof the kind recently repre- Bridge.
thriving. Kxpert a pía lists say that al- WANTKD
cooking.
Good
in the city. Taken from
home
out
board.
sented
here
falfa Is the ideal feed for bees and in Rooms well furnished
and clean. the agent in exchange for services,
this the Yakima valley excels any Modern. The Gray Stone, 218 V4 West with the Intention of selling It. Will
FOR RENT
Dwellings.
other part of eastern Washington. Gold.
be sold much under price. Call at FOR RENT Six
al
room
brick house,
the Journal office.
While yet In Its Infancy the honey Inmodern. Close In. Inquire E. B.
at
Trimble's
WANTKDIn
progress
the
rapid
Hoarders
dustry hns made
.
FOR SALE Alfalfa guaranteed. Di- Booth,
tf
Ranch,, mouth of Tijeras Canon.
rect from ranch to consumer. $10 FOR RENT
last few years, and there Is every reabath
and
flats.
son to believe it will grow until it be- Mrs. C. E. Bonsall
per ton. Address H. C. Brill, Alaand six rooms and bath; houses
comes one of the foremost, next to
new and modern, with hot water heat
meda.
In
fact
valley
and
In
and
the
fruit.
FOR SALE A heavy Gould force A. W.gas ranges in kitchens. Apply to
MISECELLANEOUS
Anson, 815 North 4th St.
throughout eastern Washington.
pump, with cylinder , handle and
FnitÑÍTURK
REPAIRING and
Big Cement Proposition.
pulleys for power. Used very little. FOR RENT New three room cotneatly done. W. A. Goff. A Vlsalla,
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
Two million five hundred thousand
California,
Steel fork
al stock saddle and
1022 South Walter street.
East 'Central, phone G68.
dollars is the, stated capital of a com- 207
tf
nqw.
ns
Good
bridle.
pany composed of Spokane and CaliP. O. Box 173, or 609 West Fruit FOR RENT 2, 3, 4 and
Portput
will
which
fornia Interests
avenue, city.
houses, furnished
or unfurnished.
land cement on the market at $2 a POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
W. V. Futrelle. 50(1 S. Seecond.
tf
SALK
FOR
pigs.
John
china
Poland
barrel, or tl below the prevailing FOR'sÁLÉ Antí-Vrüpool and' bilMann.
a2S FOR RENT Four room house; watprice. The'company. which is headed
fixliard tables, supplies and bar
er paid. 1018 N. Second; $13.50.
FOR SALE Young work team, also
by Aman Moore, of Los Angeles, will tures. Sold on easy payments'. Cataon
the
S1.000.00
cost
to
good
driving horses; cheap. Higherect a plant
logues free. Charles Passow & Sons,
land Livery. 112 John street.
shore of I,akc Pend Oreille, north of P. O. Box 1084, Dallas. Texas.
FOR RENT
Desk Room.
Spokane, where It has 1.50 acres of
FOR SALE 20 mules, 6 to 9 years FOR RENT
Desk
room in principal
cement, deposit land, which Charles
bid; weight, 900 to 1300, In
good
office building.
FINK ANGORA GOATS.
Address B., care
M. Fassett, chemist and metallurgist
I. A. Dye, Albuquerque.
condition.
of Journal.
J28
of Spokane, declares to be equal In
high-gradT have 7,000
e
registered and
quality to any brand now on the marAngora Burks. Does and Kids
WANTED
Miscellaneous.
ket, saying also after the final analysis for sale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
that the supfdy Is practically Inex- any number to suit the buyer. These WANTE- D- Ladles to c.xü and see our FOR RENT
Saddle ponies. Arch T.
new stock of mlllnery at reduced
haustible. The cement beds were dis- gouts are good heavy shearers and
Wilson, 401 South Edith.
Cta.io Millinery Co., corner
Phone
covered after a landslide, which de- will bear critical Inspection. Com prices. ave
taiCentral
and
st.
Fifth
at
Ladles'
you
see
or
want
write
them
what
and
soil
and
nuded the native rock of
loring
and dressmaking
parlors. FOR RENT Two fine offices In
M. R. McCRORT, M. D.,
vegetation. Mr. Moore, who has asso944.
Apprentices wanted.
San Marcla.1 N M. Phone
modern
building. 313 &
ciated with him Mr. Fassett. A. L.
WANTED
Upes to repair. Joe Rich- West Central. Apply at studio.
Wright. Carroll A. Low. Robert Hen-nl- e
ards' ClgAr Store.
tf
FOUND
and W. S. Hanno , of the United
For hall purposes, in the
WANTKD
A well furnished house of FOR RENT
new
Lenardt,
C.
States reclamation service;
FOI'ND In Crystal Theater about a
five rooms, In good location. viaduct,Futrelle building. West End
about
rooms 50 and 58.
of Los Angeles; J. W. Fuller. Jr., of
week ago. n white coat for child. Good tenant; no children. Address
Catasamqua, Pa.: J. W. Wallace, of Owner can have same by identifying H. B. W.. Care Journal.
Florence, Cal.; K. C nnd J. W. Had-)e- it at the Journal Office, and paying
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
WANTED
An Abread and cake
of Los Angeles, sayjt the plant will for this advertisement.
FOR
good
SALE OR TRADE A good
baker;
L.
salary.
E.
Folds
C.
K.
men.
give employment to 2!0
20
mountain wagon at Morgan's, 203
W. Gold Ave.
EXCELLENT ROOM AND
Hadley will have charge of the plant.
E. Central.
jj7
WANTED
Cow
for family use.
J. M. Enkln. a rancher on Salmon
BOARD.
cenIn
City
district
qualities
State
In
price.
and
Elk
the
Address
river
J. M.. care of Journal.
tral Idaho, who recently discovered
LOST
$4.00 Per Week and Up.
rich placer ground on his farm, has
LOST
wríúl pongee coat!
Baby's
turned miner and Is now working with
MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,
WANTED.
Return to Journal office and receive
day nnd night crews. The first test
WANTED
To buy men's second- reward.
110 East Coal Avenue.
run a few days ago netted S2 1 In gold
clothes
of all kinds In good
hand
work
hours'
ns the result of three
ehape. Highest prices paid In cash.
SODA FOUNTAINS
The hydraulic equipment he used In
Send postal. We will call. H. Frank,
NOTICE.
Irrigating his apple and pench trees,
131 North Third street, phone 882.
We have several bargain to offer In
The Summer Garden on Mountain WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY
pumpkins and berry patches is now
both new and second hand soda fountains for immediate shipment.
employed to tear away the earth and road has changed hands and has been
men
ages
unmarried
Easy
between
overhauled and cleaned of 18 and 85; citizens of United States monthly payments. Write or phone
gravel so the gold can be gathered thoroughly now
on
and
will
it
a
from
as
run
be
for
our
Is
on
good character and temperate habattractive proposition. The
There
Into the sluice boxes.
summer resort. Jt Is the coolest and of
ample supply of water and the cli- shadiest place in town. We cater to the its, who can speak, read and write Orosman company, Dallaa. Texas.
English.
Information apply to
mate Is such that operations can be best of trade only, loafing and rowdy- Recruiting For
Officer, 203 E. Central ave.,
carried on every day In the year. Mr. ism Is not allowed.
Arthur
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
tpanager.
K.ikln has been in the district since
WANTED
in Real
To
exchange
city lot for
the early days, hut did not know that
piano.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
the farm he homesteaded years ago
$26004 room brick cottage, wash
POSITION wanted by good barber:
contains whnl Is deelnred to be the
house, corner lot, cement walk
city
country.
or
OfA.
K.
Idaho.
In
ground
Journal
on both sides; close in.
richest placer
belt,
fice.
4
$1600
room frame cottage,
Farmers In the Palouse wheat
nicely finished, and two room
south of Spokane, will begin deliversdobe,
cement
PERSONAL
finish; 60 ft lot,
REAL ESTATE and RENTing grain to the warehouses early In
S. Broadway.
August. Bcores of combined harvestING AGENT.
$30005 room brick cottage, modDR. NACAMULI will be back at his
ers are In the field and there are
ern, extra nice; close In.
Europe September It,
office
from
(.old
W.
209
ave.
600.
pitchPhone
$1900 4 room frame cottage modhundreds of men shocking and
l08.
$1.000.00
TO
IXAX
S'ern, W. Leed ave. Easy terms
-'
ing bundles. They are paid from
ox good SECURITY.
$2300
frame with bath:
to $2.26 a day. while machine men regood outbuildings; lot 76 by
LEGAL
NOTICES.
ceive as high as $ a day. Ranchers
148;
lawn, 16; abada trees; 4th
wheat report
cutting
ward.
NOTICE.
Marquette
Ave. New
heads and plump grain and pre$2600 New 4 room frame
cotmodern brick, $3,200.00
tage, modern, beautifully findict an average yield of fall wheat
Tnx
Road
Now
Due.
búnForrester Ave. New
Most of
ished, concrete foundation, celSO to 3ti bushels the acre.
The law requires every able bodied
galo, $2,860.00.. Easy terms.
lar. go,,,l outbuildings; Highlands
this will grade No. 1. In the hay
man,
twenty-onages
e
between
the
of
$2100 New 4 room brick cottage,
Soulh
Edith r. room
nodern
fields on the bottom lands along the
and sixty year, to annually pay a
modern; fourth ward, on car
brick, $2,660.00. Easy terms.
Palnuse river, most of tho timothy cut
road tax of three dollars or. In lieu
line.
frame,
South Walter New
shows one and n half tons to the
$3200--Ne6 room brick cottage,
of such sum, to labor on the public
$1,600.00.
acre.
well built; close In, fourth ward.
road three days. Sec. S, Cahpter 63,
Howla,"
spinster, of
FOR IlENT.
Miss Maggie
$2000 6 room frame cottage, bath
Acts of the 37th legislative Assembly.
, and 8 room houses,
2. 3, 4, 6,
tnwa. and John Lee, widower, who
windmill, near shops and oar
The supervisor of Road District No.
Heaven
line.
Some nice furnished rooms und
m.ide a fortune In the Horse
3, comprising Precincts Nos. 12 and
$17004 room frama cottage,
country, southwest of Spokane, were
furnished houses.
26. which precincts Include the City
modern; Highland!, close In.
married at the home of the groom at
of Albuquerque, accepts the office
Prosser, Wash., July 22. The cerewithout compensation and is devoting
mony was performed by Rev. W. W.
time and energy to the discharge of
was
Siipt"!
Adams, of Spokane.
the duties of the office to the end
OM1M. LOANg.
served on the lawn, where a table
that proper use be made of the road
.DISCHARGES
seventy feet In length was erected.
fund und that we have good roads.
R. $sMond.
112
Phone $74.
k UK II V! IN
There were more than 100 guests from
The character of roads to be built
The
various parts of Washington.
and the line ot work are determined
24 HOURS by the Good Roada Association.
business then of Pnwwier presented a
rocker.
Mr. S. M. Porterfleid la authorised
Karh Cp.
f
V
Mil AND WOMEN.
to receive payment of the road tax
Ml.
T
. t for oBMi.rel
Dm
uan
jr"VX. and for the convenience of the publl; mmw '' ' u
jhc
Í!ÍB
or uloi Mkmi
trrttelfoM
hmurr oT rtmnltrfnti
will maka calls when ha can do so or
Of
Journal Want Ads Get Results!
H'iaI
payment can be made at Porterfleid
All. lRt;HllsTS
and Co.. 31$ West Oold avenue. The
law will he strictly enforced.
O.S. .
mr at muí l pl.ii. turn
Morning
Try a
Journal Want!
W. H. G1LLEN WATER,
WANTED High graoe men to fill
flee, mercantile and technical posi
tions In the southwest. Southwestern
Husmesg Association, 201 E. Central
avenue. Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

Money to Loan
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Bargains

L. E.
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Business Men Diverting
BUNCO MAN
Immigration to the Magic
City; Good Work by Big
Strange Reunion in Washing-Ingto- n
Railroad Hospital,
City; Enormous Crop
Special ('orrmpondriire Morning Journal
of Honey From the Yakima
Al.imogordo, N. M.. July 30.
mogordo la rapidly becoming infected
Valley; A Big Cement Propwith the progressive spirit, and busiosition,
ness interests generally are looking
up.
doe

KANSAS CITY

ARRESTED

IS

1,

HELP WANTED

Live

a delicious ginger snap with
mmr--

I
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d

Estate

Folds

FOR SALE

A. FLEISCHER

URINARY

,

i w.mm

Try a Morning Journal Want!

Nupervlnor.
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,
97
Atchison 4s
. SO
Mexican Central 4s
132
Railroad
96
Atchison
87
24 K
do pfd . . . . ,
92
41
N. Y. N. H. and H
139
IS
BEST
87
GUM
WITH
Union Pacific
156
SS
Miscellaneous
2
Amer. Arge. Chemical
24
1
do pfd
91
81
American Sugar
131
POKER
51
do pfd
125
174
U. S. Steel
46
Wall Street. .
28
do pfd
108
do pfd
New York, July 31. Today's
96
Mining
Exciting Encounter Between
.Central of New Jersey . .. 190íi 20U
speculation centered in the
s
Adventure
Chesapeake
t.('.4
Ohio
and
1
r.nd
in
stocks
Allnues
shares of companies Chicago
37
Texico Trumpet Employe and
7
Cireal Western
Amalgamated if
77
In allied industrials.
The effect onjhlcago and North Western ...159
Atlantic
Bad Citizen Who Was Seek16
the general list was distinct but
141
Mil. and St. Paul
Hardware & Ranch Supplies
Bingham
IV
7fi
erate except for the late bulge In c. C. C. and St. Louis
A T
53
ing Vengeance,
Calumet and Hecla. .Bid
VI
875
Reading. The feature of the market Colorado Fuel and Iron
H5-I- I
7 North First Street
32
Copper Range
)
80
was the scarcity of stocks offered so .,,-,,- .,
n1 Sml,her
Daly West
.
11 s INprcinl CurTmpoiiilriM'r Morning
that the advances were made on comJonmsl.t
do 1st pfd
61
Franklin
14
paratively light dealings.
This was
Texico, Jf. M July 30. Texico was
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may interpret the hIriis
However
In the bunineari sky. throughout
the
OOantry-at-largevery one who will
give even u very moderate degree of
thouKht to the matter muni per force
be convinced thai the local outlook- that is the prospect for the continued
growth and progress of Albuquerque
never Was belter, If us Rood, In the history of the town, a It Is at the present day.
Of course, us u community we are
more or leas affected like every other
American Community by the general
welfare and prosperity of he Amerwhole bul aside from
ican people aa
that, and entirely independent of it,
there are certain conditions and influences, bearing upon u alone, which
will produce certain well known effect here, no matter what the general
conditions may be throughout the
country ut large
For example, the Irrigation CM
gress, which Is to meet here the latter
part of tiext month, has been. Ih now,
fetid will continue to be foi a long time
to come, one of the most valuable advertisements that iiny town in the
t'nlted State ever hud. and will be
the means of turning to this place a
public attention
larger
share of
throughout the country than was ever
before entered upon any southwestern town. And In this age of the
world It would be a work of superer-rogatlo- ii
to call the attention of any
Arnerlcnn community to the value of
good advertising, either for a town or
for an Individual.
Then, the present rapid settlement
and development of the territory im a
whole, la another feature .if the situation which la not to he uvet ..,,ked. and
Alis not likely to be
buquerque Is now recognised, at home
and abroad, as the business center of
New Mexico, and ll Is benefited B
much In proportion by the developI ment and prosperity of the terrliory
at large, as is Kansas City or Chicago
by the growth and progresa of the surThis I not a therounding countiv
ory. It Is a "Tact ulready thoroughly
demonstra ted. and notwithstanding the
general dullness of trade, due o ihc
prevailing depression us well as to Hi
;
Season . and which makes Its effe. t
un-part
of
every
th
In
or
re
es
Bao
this place Is growing in icipt latió n. In buildine;. no! in new enter
prises, .ii a rale that would not be
Kisldered slow, even In boom limes,
to
frhle la due In a very large
Hie fact that the territory has received
during the last few years, large acces-aion- n
to Its population through the
coming In of people who have made
for themselves homes upon our public lands, and the generally prosperous
results which have attended Ihe efforts of these people will not fall to attract other thousands. In other words,
the territory rrf New Mexico seems to
have Just entered upon the era of Its
real development, and that means thnt
jfjke commercial city of th. territory Is
only now at the beginning of Its period
ot growth and prosperity
e,

I

11

P

no-ai-

tl. eably moderate, tha evidence It furnishes of a disposition to be perfectly-faiare many, of course it la parti-

r

san, and It reveals the speaker's strong
conviction that, whereas the policies
of Roosevelt und the republican party
are progressive and regulative, those
of lirynn and the democratic party are
fjoth conviction and a
destrucile.
real concern are shown In this passage;
"The administration of Justice Ilea
at the foundation of government. The
maintenance of the authority of the
courts is essential unless we are prepared to embruce anarchy. Never In
the history of the country has there
been such an Insidious attack upon the
Judicial system as the proposal to Interject a Jury trial between all orders
of the court made after full hearing
und the enforcement of such orders."
Hut Mr. Taft argues out the quesa
tion of the physical valuation of
In such a way as to show thnt
be thinks lesy of st oring on the demo-- i
rnts than of getting at Just methods
for correcting corporate abuses. He
snys: "The Interstate commerce commission has now the power to ascertain Ihe value of the physical railroad
property if necessary in determining
the reasonableness of rates
If the
machinery lor doing to is not adequate, as is probable, It should be
rall-Wty-

Made go."

Concerning campaign contributions
ays that If he should be elected
pr Ideni he would urge upon eon-Ki'"with évery hope of success, that
a law be passed requiring the filing
in a federal office of a statement of
contributions by committees and candidates In elections for members of
congress, and In such other elections
as ir coaatltUtlOMIIy within the control of eohgre.-is.He expresses the
belief tiiHt n constitutional BmeBdmooi
is not necessary to legallr.ee an income
tax, and that an Income tax. "when the
protective system of customs and the
Internal revenue shall not furnish In
eorne enough for governmental deeds,
can and should be devised which under
di cislofle of the supreme court will
con forth to the constitution."
Urflike
our own BenBtOf Hopkins, chairman of
the republican national convention, he
sees nothing daugerousl
"socialistic"
in the election of I'nlted states senators by dlreet vote of the people. Ho
favors the election of senators by this
method, bul shows by reference to the
votes In congress and to the action of
the legislatures in republican states
that the question Is hardly a party-onelo-

ss

.

The speech Justifies the faith of the
republican masses, who beilevee. as we
have said, that the candidate
more
progressive than his platform.
it
stamps him as a sincere progressive
who heartily approves and who would
carry forward the Koosevelt policies,
and who nt the same time would illustrate in his acts hi thought thut the
chief function of the next administration "Is distinct from and
progressive development of that which has
been performed by President Roosevelt."
The character thut shines through
the speech, is that of the big, sane, sober man bent upon equal Justice for
all. and It will probably have no little
effect with those Independent voters
whose support Is Invited In the closing
11

words.
IT
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announced In special ills
patches to this paper from Pittsburg
some weeks ago, the building of the
Albuquerque Kasteru road has been
fully determined upon, and the work
will probably be In progress by the
time the irrigation congress meets.
The gentlemen who projected
nnd
built the Santa F- Central recognized
from the start the importance of a
connection with Albuquerque, and it is
staled upon good authority that the
section now known as the "Albunuer-qu- e
Kaslern" would have been the
first to be built hud It not been for
the fact that u gentletnun connected
In some way with the enterprise, and
now posing as a particular friend of
Albuquerque, thought he could hold
up the people of the town for u bundled and fifty thousand dollars, und
on the company to pass us
by, till our people would "be willing
to come down." Hut the gentlemen
who put their millions Into the enterprise feel thnt they have lost money
enough by reason of their mistake, and
propose to correct It.
Ilulldlng to AlbuiUer,Ue and lo the
llagan mal
will give the roud u
good business and make it a fair investment. In addition to milking It a
property that will, steadily grow more
valuable as time passes
As was

fb-ld- s

I'l

I

II
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W KM EXT.

lilpatches from Washington tell us
lhat the Interstate Commerce commls-akihas announced to the railroads of
the country that It will Investigate in
advance of complaints any proposed
Increase In freight rates. In order to
THE TAKT WKfXni.
be able to act immediately should a
protect come from shippers. It is asA good many of the leading papers serted that President Roosevelt
the warning Issued by the comof the country have printed elaborate
reviews of Mr. Taft's speech of ac- mission.
Action of no radical a character a
ceptance, but us a rule their value i.
more or lewi Impaired by Migo which Investigating a complaint In anticipa'
ft writers have been unable to con- tion of It being made has not been a
ll. that their judgments were ap- - part of the code of the commission up
lably warped by their political to thig time. It I regarded aa Indicat1. pjtiu-What seems to us to be ing an Intention to put an Immediate
fsirMt utterance on the nubject check upon the enforcement of
en, Is an editorial In
upon
Increased rate
havi
14.
views
freight
It has been freely stated
It
which.
Ch
fthe
lal fairness, by railroad managers, would be neces.tht ni
on the one sary for them to, maintain their seri voids
emnatlon on vice and keep equipment in working
end while the reader may condition.
findings he will
Provocation for the warning Is
e conviction lhat found by railroad managers' In the
ored to be ubso- - recent announcement of the adoption
article la not of Increased rates In the southeastern
Mow. In full:
railroad territory.
The provision of
Is not epigram- - the law which requires tariff schedules showing the proposed Increases
to be filed with the commission thirty
n

sug-K-le- d

-
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days prior to the date of their beconV
Ing effective makes it possible fot It
to make the Investigations
pro
Once made and the evidence In h
Ihey will be able to take Immediate
action when a complaint Is filed that
the rates have been Increased by the
railroad.
Railroad officials In Washington regard the notice served by the commission as a warning that an Increase
of freight rates on their part will not
be tolerated. It Is looked upon as an
Invitation to shippers to promptly contest any Increase in rates and bring
the same to the attention of the commission, thnt It may apply the knowl
edge which It will then have at hand
for the reduction of the rate, as It Is
authorized 10 do under t lie law.

though but an isolated plot of land, Is
ggid to be the tine; har.fcor on the

Atlantic coast of 'south Attica. Nat-- !
urally. If (Jermany secured possession
or it, she would at
build u railway connecting It' with l!i itlsh territory north 'of the Orange i lver.
West the Transvaal, Rhode,
sia and western Natal, which would
have the effect of diverting u l&rge
amount of trade from Table bay. That
this would be certain to result Is Indicated by the fact that the distance between klmberly and Wulflsch bay is
400 miles, as compared with 1,600
milen from Klmberly to Cnpe Town.
Then; ugaiu. from Johannesburg to
Cape Town Is Lion mil., although
to Wnlflsch bay the distance Is only

AUGUST

1, 1908.

VIRGIN OIL OF PINE

FOR SALE

WILL BREAK UP A COLD IN
24 HOURS AND
CURE ANT
II COUGH THAT IS CURABLE.
It Is the only preparation of pine,
compounded from the active prlnclplesi
of forest trees that is Intended for Internal use. It permeatea the whole
system with the wholesome, healthful
atmosphere of the pine woods, healing
That isn't such a remarkany Irritation of the mucuous surface
able statement when you
the!
may
present.
on
be
Its
action
that
kidneys Is most beneficial, affording
consider the nd
speedy relief In cases of rheumatism!
j
of REGALS,
system.
due to uric acid In the
But up for dispensing through drug-- 1
600 miles.
gists only in
ot. vials, each vial se- The first thing that is making
Naturally the development of Ori- curely sealed
In a round wooden case.
REGALS so popular heie
nan Southwest Africa Is considerably Be sure to get the genuine Virgin Oil
retarded thiough Wulflsch bay re- of Pine compound pure, prepared only
is
their genuine custom
maining unconnected w;lth the Interior, by Leach Chemical Co., Cincinnati, O.I
XEW JS TIOX.l, IWHTV.
style, REGAL styles are
and it Is, therefore, nut difficult to
Properties, uses and directions with
ilermany's ambitions in this
nothing less than accu- The New. York World thinks
the dlie, tloii Correspondence of London every vial.
appreMal!.
rate reproductions of the
American public does not fully
ciate the influence which may be
newest and most exclubrought to bear upon the national po-of Country Roads.- Defects
sive models of the best
lltlcal situation by the advent of the!
custom boot makers,
Independence bague asa new national
Orive ulone almost in country road
party. No one, It says, expert the! and you will see lhat the matter Of
REGAL quality of materDr. Mark A Itodgers. ;if Tucson,
voie ast by the league to run Into1 drainage
entirely ignored. In the
ials and honesty of conhuge figures such as Its two great ad- - beginning a grade wu tin ow n up but and Dr. Isaac Brewer, of the Fifth
at Fort Wlngate,
versarles may confidently expect. It after two or three years of weár a cavalry stationed
struction are important
has In many states only a skeleton or- - shoulder formed on each side of the! have been appointed members of
things,
way and the center oésthe road
of Judges of the International
BgnittUoft; even where It Is strongest bread
became lower than the sides, As a Tucerculosig congress which meets In
The parts you cannot see
it can hardly hold in a presidential consequence
water stood In the mid- - Washington, D. C, September 25.
election such a relative vote as It has die of the toad aH well as in the ditches
are just as honestly built
swung In stale and local contests.
und the highway became soft. The
John H. West, a well known teamas the visible parts, and
Hut the World contends that a party more the loads were traveled
the ster of LiOWOii, Ariz., was thrown from
the quality of every mathat last year polled for its candidule deeper the ruts became and the softer his wagon In thut town a few days
The shoulders al Un ago and Instantly killed, his nock befor governor in .Massachusetts 5,000 the surface.
in REGALS is top
terial
nUtMr and held an In ing broken.
votes, loading tin democratic ticket by ,dM
grade,
or
etan
creasing
quantity
witter,
in
a
mot ti mi ivlioilno
iiiniiiml nlartAfort to remedy the trouble the worst
.. . .
little
The
F.
daughter
of
J.
Bun
t
grown
..
party mat nas
iroin me munici-ell Ur k boles' well- lilleil oti out flBttt ulster, of the Verde valley, Arizona.
Men's Styles, $3.50, $4
pal Ownership league that In 110 ons qUckly formed. The only
Is in a serious condition ut the Pasand $5.00.
225.000 VOtea for mayor of New Uvt. remedy, that of icrSDlna the soli
teur Institute In Chicago, where she
Yorka very close second Indeed to and gravel from the sides ofythe road is receiving
treatment for the bite of
Mr. McClellan Is well worth watch- Into the center, was not attempted. a hydrophobia skunk
received a short
Is
apparent
u
This
view
of
from
almost
ing.
time ago.
any
In
Oregon.
load
The exceptions
Whatever causes of dissatisfaction
merely prove the rule.
Kd Doll, n Mexican of Wenden, Ariwith both the old political parties are
Paved streets and
zona, Is dead as the result of drinking
w idespread
throughout the country roadh
ure highly desirable, but where half a piht of
carbolic acid which he
will swell the vote of the league along; the matter ul expense
makes this form
whiskey while in an
with that of the populist, socialist and of improvement
Impracticable, the mistook for
condition.
prohibit Ion tat a if dissatisfaction is es-- 1 next best thing Is. to grade up the
L
Boarding and Day School
pecially insistent
in great Industrial roads evoiy Hammer and fallvio that
UWgS
Two
fifty
and
hundred
For Young Ladies
stales where the league Is most thor- - they will shed water readily w hen the
mules are being driven overoughlv
organized, some of which rainy season begins, if wiork of this land from Phoenix to Fossil creek In
and Misses,
eery year It wjl! FSvapBl county, where they tire to be
stBtH have In the past been reckonen kind bebe aprosecuted
large
in
undertaking,
charge
of Sisters of
not
if
but
pivotal and decisive, then the active QegleotM
put
on the big power project
the roads win get in a de- now to work way.
A
Charity.
For
particulars,
large number of
Campaign of Ihe league, with that of plorable cono Ilion.
Where there are wagonsunder
being
to
also
sent
arc
the
the older small parties which will no rocks the sidlt-lodrag will keen
address Sister Superior,
POflt In their several measures by the (he center of the road full, and many Scene of operations, making over 100
Sixth
and New York Ave.,
emNragan
now
In
400
and
the
mules
same discontent, the World believes, miles of road can be cured for with
ploy of the construction company.
Albuguerque, New Mex- "may alter the balance of power, very little work.
Hut whatever the
for
change the political map of the coun-- I churacter of SOU upon which the road The mules have on been working con-I
Crant Brothers
the railroad
try and make history ror years to must be built, drainage Is the first es- tract In Mexico.
sential. With this properly attended
come."
Thut Is probably giving it more Im- to even a dirt road will be good If not
notes
Send your
accounts,
and
Ur. J, A. Ketcherslde.
of Yuma,
to the abuse of heavy travel
portance than It tneiltSi' but iu a sit- subjected
Judgments to us for collection. No
In winter. Many a mile of street and Ariz., has been appointed superintenduation like the present, which many of highway iu Oregon would be practi- ent of the territorial hospital for the collection, no charge.
We also buy
tin- shrewdest politicians' on both sides
claims. Collections
made against
cally as good as pavement if kept high Insane.
men anywhere In the United
regard as puzzling, it would be diffi- In the center, as all pavements are
El ite
IVHio in. ,t irini
cult to predlat the effect to be wrought Constructed. Portland Oregon Ian.
Try a Morning Journal W?nt! THOS.
H. & VERNE D. KDWARDS,
by the Introduction of a new element
Gibraltar Building,
of this character.
Journal Want Ads Get Results
DANGEROUS COYOTES
Kansas City, Mo.
Beech-uannlun-

II
j

d

Our Sales of Regáis
Break All Records
all-rou-

2Í4 acre

land, north 7 mile J15Í
acres, 2 miles out, partly cultivated and orchard. Will aell 10
(3700
or It acres
2f acres sandy loam land, 4 miles'
north, $60 per acre.
HOME STOCK RANCH.
8 miles south,
140 acres, fine 7
room house. Big corral, all fenced
under ditch. Trees. Lands trlb-tar- y
for. 1800 sheep.: Prlco 11800
All these lands good soil and under ditch.
26

RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND

COMPANY

.loax BORRAIIAII.E, Agent.

Office Third nnd (oíd Ave.
Should we not have what you vant
can procure It.

.
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News Notes
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Maloy's

I

j

have everything you
need for preserving.

We

THE BEST FRUIT.
FRESH EVERY MORNING

sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.

All

THE VERY BEST CANE
SUGAR.

ST. VINCENT'S

rock-surfao- ed

ACADEMY

raw-bone-

A. J.

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

g

treasury department

RANGE

IN

every-raihoa-

501-52-

countered
pasi large
sent from
beef, and

''

il

d

uxle-grea-

ai

HAVE
YOU ANY PRINTING
TROUBLES

9

DON'T let your printing bother you! Make it
a source of profit let it represent you- - Your
business demands the BEST printing We do

that kind of printing.
your printing is costing you too mueh
moneyif you have had delays in the delivery of your orders if you are not satisfied with the
"other fellow" We wan't you to either phone us or call
at our office and see what we CAN and WILL do.
You can obviate all possibility of delay or dissatisfaction by having us print your Letter Heads, Bill Heads,
Envelopes, Cards, Record Sheets, Sale Sheets, Memo
Sheets, Credit Slips, Sale Books, ,Loose Leaf Sheets
Card System forms, in fact everything for the office.
Also Briefs, Abstracts, Legal Forms of all kinds, Mining
Forms, Railroad Forms, Booklets, Pamphlets, Folders,
Coupon Books, Tickets, Window Cards, Circulars, Posonly

If

ters, Hangers, etc., etc.
We can furnish you with ideas and designs for special advertising matter, and do the printing of ANYTHING you want or could possibly need, no matter what
See us or phone us before you place your orders for
Printing and you will find you have made a good investment by having us do your work.

Arl-xon- a.

Wal-flsc-

I

I'r-ge-

YARD.

We wish to thank the public for
the patronage extended to us. and
desire to state that we have opened
up a new lumber yard in connection
with our mill business, where we will
carry a full lino of all kinds of lumber,
Including Texas flooring, finish !um- d
ber, lath and shingles, and
thing to be found in a well equipped
you
'yard, and would ask
to give us a
chance to figure with you, and as we
are sure we can save you money.
Superior Lumber and Mill Co,,
1
South First Street.

ARIZONA

hus
a new puzzle:
For yean
numbers of cattle have been Murderously Poisonous I tit c of Mad
this country to Europe for
Animal Sends Two Cowboys to tin
now, thut hides are worth
I 'a steinInstitute.
more in this country thun they are
on the other side, the cattle men ure
(Enaltes Review.)
contending for the admission, free ot
About midnight Saturday two men
duty, of the hides of American cuttle
slaughtered abroad. The New Mexico! wen attacked by b coyote affected
"cowman" has some Interest In lhat with rabies at the ranch of Henry
quest lo it.
I low die,
about live miles from Howie.
men had been at work rounding
The
The broken places in the cement
up a bunch of beef cuttle for E. A.
sidewalks ought to be mended before Tovrea & Co., of Blsbee.
The men
they become worse and property had made their beds down about the
owners ought to have civic pride windmill. About m'
Sherman
enough to ilo this without walling for Knimp felt what he thought was a
a command from the city council. It bug of some kind.
Hf was partly
and threw uo his hand t
Is lesH than sixty days, now, till the awake
opi ning of the Irrigation congress, and knock aside what he thought was a
He had no
we have no time to
lose In getting hug of some kind' away.
move
sooner
mude
tills
thin
he felt thi
It.
ready for
sharp teeth of some animal fastened
his
the on both sides of the upbridge of aniThe Chicago papers chronicle
nose. Krump jumped
and
the
arrival In lhat city of General Humid- mal ran away.
ity.
He hus also been paying us u
Krump ran to the water and began
protracted visit, and he's like that rich bathing his luce to wa.--h
the blood
uncle of yours you don't like him a that was running from the cuts on his
little bit, but ll pays to have him nose, but nt the time did not wake
the balance of the boys around him
come.
who were asleep. Just as he was reSpeaking of the nominee of the In- turning to do so. Kddle Dowdle, the
slxteen-year-olson of Henry Dowdle.
dependence parly the Record-Herala
bed,
assumes that a presidential candidate gave yell and jumped out of his by a
calling thut he hud been bitten
who has made u fortune out of
hydrophobia coyote us he saw the anl-mought to be able to run without
He realized that
dlsappeai ing.
getting a hot box.
the bite of the animal was extremely
dangerous, and saddled his horse and
started for his home ut Saffnrd as fast
GERMAN COLONIES
could cany him. Vcster-da- y
IN SOUTH
AFRICA as thehe horse
left for the Pasteur Institute
at Chicago.
The visit of Herr Dernburg. the
Krump did not seem .to fear the
Qerman colonial secretary to South result from the bite,
He Stated to
Africa, where he Is studying colonial those who advised him that he had
wholly
not
Is
unconnected
methods.
better attend to It at once, that it
with the question of a proposal to would take at least twelve or fourteen
transfer Walfbuh bay to Germany and days for It to kill him "and he was
of the construction of a railway to be first going to deliver the cattle that
I am
linked up with the Trunsvaal.
Then lie
he was after at Benson."
In a position to state that the lirltlsh
would go to the institute at Austin,
government has no intention of ceding TaUS,
he said.
or leasing Waif lac h bay to Germany
Is n well know n cowboy and
Krump
or uny other power. So fur as the
a resident of Coohlse county
been
has
proponed railway Is concerned, the!
For the
the past twenty years.
ipiestlon rests with the Cape govern-- ' for
past few years he has been in the emment. but In view of the well known ploy of B, A. Towea
Co,, buying
antipathy of that colony to any scheme
In Blsbee.
markets
for
the
cattle
beef
the,'
affect
which would prejudicially
coyote
hydrophobia
of
bite
the
The
IM
port,
interests of Cape Town as a
dangerous
more
be
to
Is
much
sold
may be sufetly ansumcd thut
the
Is so
wishes of the German government In than Ihnt of the skunk which In
this respect will not be met. It has, frequently uffected with rubles
When the coyote Is taken with
moreover, been pointed out that sny
hydrophobia It loses Its hair and
h
development whKh would make
bay a center for the trade of Ger- shrinks up In sise. The Mexicans ire
man Southwest Africa, would Increase more afrnld of one of these animals
than any other living wild beast.
the responsibilities of the Hrltlsh govThere are few hydrophobia ceyotes
ernment to a very serious estent.
For mini) years. Indeed ever since about the country In comparison to the
Germany notified, la 1m'. that the number of nfflicted skunks thai have
district lying between Orange river on a record of biting at least ten or
the south und the frontier of Portu- twelve persons a yrnr in the territory
guese Africa on the north, wns Get
man territory, thnt power has been i ia iiiIm i Iain's Colic, Chotera and Di- anima Itenieily Would Have
anxious to secure Wnlflsch boy, which
Knwrt Hill! f 100.
Sir Hartlc Frere, then governor of
"In 1902 I had a very aevere attack
Cape Colony, annexed In 1X78.
representations on the mstter of dlarrhoa," aajrs It. U. Vnrrur of Cat
have repeatedly been made to the Im- Island, I,h "Por several week I wns
to do anything. On March 18.
perial government by the government unsble
1 907. 1 had a similar attack, and took
arnow
the
Cnpe,
decision
but
of the
Colic. Colera and Dlrived at definitely settles the question, Chnmberlaln'r
which gave me prompt
remedy
arrhoa
so thst part of Herr Oernburg's misI consider It on of the best
relief.
sion may be said to lie a failure.
medicine of Its kind In the worW
Wulflsch hay. which is under the nnd had I used It In IHOi believe Ii
The

en-
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afternoon in the form adopted by the
house of commons. The house of lord
also passed the Irish universities bill,
so both measures are now law.
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TOBACCA TRUST FACES
SUIT FOR HEAVY DAMAGES

MAY SINK NEW
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day and says that he considers himself on the water wagon when consuming less than twenty. In view of
these facts, it Is no wonder that Dr.
Gerbert's dictum has been the cause of
much mirth on the Bowery.

of
New York has made a
the assertion of Dr. Wlley.of pure
food fame, that bad bread Is responIII.Million and a Hair Asked by
sible for more divorces than any other
Concern for 1Os of BJSla$s.
Queries of "How's
single cause.
Louisville. July 31! Suit for $1,600.- a comino salutasre
wifle's
bread?"
anti000 damages under the Sherman
tion In the resorts along the Great
trust law. wan brought In the fedWhite Wav. Those w;io ireai the sub- eral court today by the Monarch To'
ect seriously assert that the governSKYSCRAPERS HAVE
bacco company, a large Independent
ment scientist made a bad guess.
company, against the American ToABOUT REACHED LIMIT David Graham Phillips, the novelist,
bacco company. The petition alleges
who Is regarded as something of an
that the American Tobacco company,
expect in this subject since his ex(through operations conducted In re MINERS' CHIEF DECLINES
UNITED STATES ON THE
Manhattan Island's Underpin-in- g posure of the Inside workings of the
straint of trade, has restricted the sale
an
to
divorce microbe In his latest story.
such
tobacco
of
and
manufacture
TO
DECLARE
POLITICS
DIG
CANAL
TO
ISTHMUS
Likely to Give Way Under "Old Wives for New," Insists that bad
extent that the Monarch company has
been crowded out of several profitable
ranks no higher than sixth in
Enormous Strain of Arch- cooking
Mnr Cnnrnioru on4 .Qoc rai o rutsclllnir- fields. The Monarch com- - Has Friends on Both Sides He
the causes of divorce In New York.
ct"u
Ta.
,iamaEes thus
As a result of his Investigations he
itectural Monstrosities,
platv-the most common reasons for;
Says and Public Office Never
of Isthmian Commission at sustained amount to 1500, ooo, and
asks for triple reimbursement under
the rupture of marital ties In this orDid Appeal to Him; Makes No IB Uriel Correspondence Morions Jmirnsl. der: :
Oyster Bay for Confrence the punitive clause of the Sherman
New York, July 28. New York will
Kxtravagance and wastef ulness.
let
Predictions,
With President,
Clubs
never have an nfflre building a mile
Drink.
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS
tall, in spite of all the recent talk to
Too much mother-in-laBr Morning Journal ggeclnl i
I Br Morning Journal Sux-U- I
wire ) that effect. Indeed. It will
Laurf Wire!
IN CUBA HELD TODAY
ver have
Bridge whist.
New York, July 31. John Mitchell, on- half a mile high, for that matOyster Bay. July 31. A conference
Bad bread.
former president of the United Mine ter, unless the present building ende Is
on conditions in the American canal
Bridge w hist by the way Is
July SI. On the eve of the
Havana.
contract,-,)as
expanded
of
the
instead
xone In Panama and relations In the provincial and municipal elections, re- Workers of America, said tonight that
more .'.i d more common cause for
present architectural policy demanda. In,;
canal zone, with the Panama govern- ports received In Havana from all sec- under no circumstance wouhi he take For the limit In height of any build ;liv ' i since It is stated that one bus!,
ment was held tonight at Sagamore tions of the Island Indicate that they any part In the presidential campaign. ing In New York is now. absolutely ness failure out of every seventeen In
New York Is caused by the gambling
"1 will not say whether or not I
will be peaceful and orderly except at
hill.
s
fixed at i. 000 feet, or about
Secretury of the Isthmian Canal Guineas. Batabano and Guaira Del am In sympathy with the stand taken of a mile, and In view of the present propensities of wives and their inabilWhatever It may think of
"1 will outcry against the latest skyscrapers ity to win.
Commission Joseph Bishop, who had Molino, where there Is considerable by Mr. Gompers." he said.
been summoned here to dlscurs the factional friction. In the last named not say what side I am on or make It seems certain that that limit will not its own shortcomings In this respect,
Panama matters with the president, town the chief of police has been sum any predictions. I am still and will only never be increased, but will short-- j New York is certain that such a comarrived this evening with Secretary of marily deposed by order of Governor remain a member of the national ex- ly he diminished. The reason that monplace cause as that advanced en-by
War Wright. They were accompanied Foltz. for alleged pernicious partisan ecutive council ,,r the American Fed- New York will never have any of the Dr. Wiley that is bad bread Is
eration of Labor, but did not attend mile high buildings predicted for It Is tirely without tlie pale of Its
by Mrs. Bishop and Oifford Plnchot, activity.
The close of the campaign shows a the conference of the heads of na- not only architectural, but geological.
chief of the bureau of forestry. The
guests remained over night at Saga- marked development of conservative tional labor organizations called to The city docs not rest on a basis any
The chances arc twenty to one
strencth. with a tendency Inward a agree on a political campaign.
more hill.
too firm as It Is. Beyond a certain
"I am on very friendly terms with point it will be absolutely impossible against being blown up In New York
With Secretary Bishop and Secre- coalition with the Mlgucllsta faction,
tary Wright the president tonight went with the evident purpose of defeating President Koosevelt and think very to rest additional weight on the un- by the Black Hand society. At least
highly of him but th;,t would not derpinning of the city. The limit ol these arc the odds quoted by the famover the Panama canal situation. The the Ziiyasitas.
The polls will open at 7 O'clock to sway me politically. Our friendship this weight, it has just been ligurcc ous LloNtls, which has lately achieved
conference will be resumed tomorrow.
"in-o'clock. It Is was not brought out by politics.
Mr. Bishop, who is on a two months' morrow and close at
out, amounts to a foundation pressure considerable notoriety by writing
presiden- "1 have never me,! Mr. Tat't and do of the enormous amount of fifteen tons surancc" I on the forthcoming
leave of absence from the Isthmus, is not probable that any results of the
11".. II ..SV.w.t1 I,
.1.1
'
üuu."'
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know very little about him.
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to avoid being put into a position limit is reached, for on a 200 square to bet that the Black Hand Is
Instructions,
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where It might he said I was going t foot plot this 2,000 foot high edifice but various persons who have received
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would threatening letters from this mystcri- When questioned tonight regarding
take part in the campaign, which I would cost J60.aoo.000.
ous society are not entirely reassured
estimates,
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a report from Panama which stated
am not."
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else.
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Washington. July 31. Nrw Mexico
Md Arizona: BhoWOFi Saturday; Sunday fair.
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Insure

Occidental Life.
Cunningham arrived yesterday from Gallup for a short via I
with friends.
Attorney G. Volney Howard has just
returned to the oily from a three
weeks' Camping trip.
A. H Hilton, the general merchant
of Sun Antonio, N. M.. was in the city
yesterday on business.
It. II Williams wax fined S.r In po
ller court yesterday
after pleading
guilty to a charge of drunkenness.
in tin

.Miss Kali

Homing,

Afternoon
and
8c1HIK.

Evening

If you ure tired of cooking, call at
tha San Jos. .Market and buy cooked
roast beef, or roast pork, potato Halad,
baked bcuns.
W, l. McKeiran, route agent of th
Wi
sirgo company, returned yesterday, from si. Paul, where he attended the Bhrlners1 convention
All members of the Kebekah Iodge
are requaatftd to meet at Odd Feliowr.'
hall ibis afternoon at : for drill prac

I

MORNING JOURNAL,

terday morning for a month's outine
at Camp Rlrnie. Mrs. John Abhott
and son Lyte will join the party Sunday.

Mrs. F. M. Bralnard, wife of Mr.
Bralnard, caretaker of the Elks' building, received a telegram yesterday announcing the death of her father it
Glen Elder, Kas.
No particulars regarding the death were given.
Modesto s Ortii and G. Volney
Howard have formed a partnership for
the practice of law in this territory to
he known as the law firm of Ortiz &
Howard. Their office Is located at
rooms 3 and 6, Armljo building, Albuquerque, N M.
W I) Sterling, superintendent
of
city schools, returned yesterday morning from Socorro, where he has been
for the past few weeks condultlng tie
Socorro county teachers' Institute. Mr.
Sterling reports a very successljl
meeting.
An especially fine musical program
will be rendered at the Crystal theu-te- r
Wednesday evening at the second
performance. The Woman's Christian
Temperance union will
have full
charge of (he house and entcratinmcnt
after 9 o'clock.
The regents of the University of New
Mexico have offered the armory hoard
two hot air furnaces which will be discarded in installing the new university
heating system, and they will probably
be accepted to use in heating the new
convention hail.
Henry Rosslter, the engineer who
as killed in the wreck of the Santa
Ke limited. No. 3. near Topeka, yesterday, was well known .among
local
trainmen. The dead engineer was
known as "Red" Rosslter. and had
been pulling the limited for a dog a
ears.
W. A. Lamb, of the Hendric
company, of Denver, was he.-- '
yesterday on a short business trip. Mi.
Umb expects to return within a fo.v
weeks and superintend the Installation
of the exhibit which will be made at
the Irrigation congress by his com-
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DHorcr, Mining, Kml Estate ana rlmmr of all
.
Ma. Marrmaa.
' u-- lt
win rontince yon of the powers of Ibis woaderful
klnils
man. and that y Of can obuUa happlnesa. contentment .ami ipccm
Central A venae. Rooms 1 and M
through following lis a I vie. .Sett
,
...
Hour. to II a.m.. 3 to S p.m. Pbon 7 It.

him. cacaoed with their
the woman was renby the shock.

une

ons.-inu-

Uutch Cruiser (ora lo lasOualra.
Wllletnstaa. jdljr 31. The Dutch
left here today for
chulser Ocldi-rlan.... ii. ii .i
She la carrying to the
German minister, who haa charge of
Dutch affairs In Veneaeula a detailed
report of the katcet events I Willem-sta- d
In connect iOj with the troubles
between the Netherlands and Van,
i

'

bash!.- -

lives, all hough

den,!

Wholesalers of Everything

N9

DOLLARS

the business of
OLD REL-

IABLE"

found

mer medicine for
knockers and those

suffering

from

exhaustion of the
times, With a
willingness to serve
ail with consider-

ate, personal

at-

tention, we solicit
your further

Much is said by the retailer about guaranteed Shoes,
but in a great many cases the word "guarantee" does
not mean anything We, therefore, want to make the
following positive statement as to what we mean when
we agree to guarantee" our

ItEHOURCES.
1414. 371.11
Loana and Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured 18, 866 24
0
U. 8. Bonda to aecure circulation 100 00
4, 760.00
Premiums on r a Bonda
88
11, tfi
Bonds, securities, etc.
Bunking hure, furniture, and fix46.(87.67
tures
Due from National Banks mot
reserve agents)
4II.06I.M
Due rrom state Hanks and
732.42
Bankers
Due from approved reserva agenta 103 121.74
(80.83
Check! and other cash Items
430.00
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
119.38
cents
and
Lawful Money Reserve In Hank, vis:

Nanan

Ü2.428.0
20,000.00
notea
fund with IT. 8 Treasurer (6 per cé'nt of circulation)
Legal-tende-

!,428.00

r

Total

W.

..000.00

1114,11114

i.

Shoes

& Sons
and

Hpecle

Redemption

will be
good sum-

Til.

Report of the condition of tha State National Bank of Albuquerque, at Albuquerque, in the Territory of New Mexico, at
the close of business, July 1. l'J08.

V

Douglas Shoes

7.IABILITIK8.

Otpllil sleek paid
Surplus fund
Undivided

profits,

In

lesa expensea

and taxes paid
National Bank Notes outstanding
Duo to other National Banka
Due to stale Banks and Bankers
Due to Trust Onmpanles and
Savings Banks
Due to approved reserve agents

$100.000.00
26,000.00

Here it is:
Every pair of Hanan & Sons $5.00 or $5.50 Shoes,
and every pair of W, L, Douglas Shoes costing $3.50
and up, is warranted to give satisfactory wear. If the
upper breaks before the bottoms are worn through we
will give a new pair free of charge
One allowance to be
made for bard usage, Other defects will Jje rectified and
proper allowance made, (patents not included)

777.41
100.000.00
33,381.94

4,97.68
1,408.87
31.57

Dividends unpaid
980.00
Inillvlduiil deposits subject tu chack 377,525.84
Time certificates of deposit
118.749.29
Cashier's cheeks outstanding
2.078.87
fiesorved for taxca
8.000.00
Total

1824.869.34

Territory of Now Mexico, County of Berna-

lillo ss.
I. R. H Collier. Cashier
of tht aBove-nnnin- d
lunik, do solemnly awear that the
above statement Is true to tha bast of
my knowledge and belief.
R. H. Collier, Cashier.
Correct
Attest:
F. Hi strong.
O. N. Marrón.
Jay A. Hubbs. Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to bofora ma this
17th day of July. 1908.
P. F. McCanna, Notary Public.

SIMON STERN
The Central Avenue Clothier

The State National Bank
Albuquerque

;

zeula.

Try a Mornina Journal Want!

WISE & SON
REAL ESTATE & RENTAL AGENTS
Located at 201
Central.
SELL anil Tit AUK ON EASY TKKMS
SQUARE DKAUNGS OUR

tst

Zweiback

MOTTO.

COMMERCIAL CLUB
OFFICERS

CEIBO

Uige Members to Take a More
Active Interest in Club's Affair and to Keep Club Rooms
Occupied.
An energetic campaign to Interest
members of the Commercial club in
the club as a Rocial as well as a business Institution und to encourage the
use of thr club rooms has been begun
by the officers of the club. It has
been determinad among other things,
to serve on each Saturday evening a
buffet lunch from 8 until 11 o'clock,
which may be enjoyed by business
men as well a those who are at
leisure .luring the evening. Ah fur
ther encouragement to take general
interest In club affairs which the officers desire to bo taken, President K.
L. Medler sent out last night to all
members of the club the following letter:
Dear Sir: As president of the Commercial club, I desire to lay before
you the matter of making the club
rooms more of an attraction to the
membership of the club, to the end
that the members themselves will
gradually come to appreciate the advantages that the club affords.
ub membership consists of
The
200 members resident In the city, and
members.
ubout 40
At presentí except on special occasions, the facilities of the club rooms
are used by only a small proportion
of the membership and a lack of Interest seenU apparent upon the part
desire on behalf of the
of many.
present management to request that
you will make your presence felt In
the club rooms on every occasion. The
club should be recognised as the
If
meeting point of Its members.
members have conferences to hold
with their friends, or out of town
visitors, the club Is the place when
such .onferenccM should be held. Ev
ery facility to this end will be afforded the members, and privacy can
be secured. In addition to this, we
would like to have you recognise the
club as your "loafing place," If you
are In the habit of Indulging In such
luxury. During the winter evenings a
large rire will always be found in the
big lire place and an effort will lie
made to make the rooms cheerful. On
Saturday evenings, as an experiment
for the present, we propose to install
a small buffet lunch on the sideboard
for the members. We feel that If you
will "get tha habit" and visit the club
rooms frequently, you will appreciate
more the advantage that the club
and will to some extent be getting more return for the dues you are
paying. Instead of considering the
mere fact of membership In the club
and the paying of dues a gratuity fir
the supporting an Institution through
rlvlc pride, as many members now
consider It.
During my administration as president of the lub. I dealre the club and
Its objects to oe more rloeety brought
home to the members and a greater
Interest taken In Its work. This can
1

s.

not be done, If the members do not
put In an uppoaranec around the club
occasionally and take some interest In
it themselves. The club was never intended to be supported by the business men of Albuquerque as a mere
loafing pluce, or a place to pleasantly
spend their time, by a select few of
its membership, or the roomers in the
third story. 1 therefore make tills
personal appeal to ull the members of
the club to show a greater Interest in
It and help
to make things move.
Whjilc I recognize that it is the purpose of the club to exploit the advantages of the city and to promote
hs welfare, and that these features
will have the earnest attention or the
present administration, I feci that the
Officers should be brought closer to
the membership of the club, and in
this way no doubt many valuable suggestions could lie obtained.
Of course. I can euslly understand
the calls upon the time of some of
the members, but an occasional visit
to the club during week days, if only
for a short time, will eventually excite more Interest upon your part In
the club and its work and tend to promote more sociability among Its members. Very truly yours,
K. L. MEDLER.
President.

HULL

TAKEN

10

BELEN FOR TRIA L
Must Answer Charge of Jail
Breaking;
Alleged Accom
plice Goes Free After Hearing
IHspat.--

Belén, N.

to Hi,
M..

July

Morning J.nirmil.
31.
J. H. Pea-bod-

FRESH STOCK JUST

Package

HI CRYSTAL

wmmmmmmammmmm
Wonderful
Performance of
Veolette and Professor Olds
Proves Constant Puzzle for
Audience.
The mental reading act at the Crystal thiji week by Veolette,- - the mind
reader, assisted by Professor Olds, borders on the uncanny, and every person
who seen the wonderful performance
is at a loss for a satisfactory explanation of the mystery. Veolette, as she Is
known to the stage, gives one of the
most astonishing demonstrations in the
mystic line that has ever been seen
in the city. She actually seems, to bo
capable of tellliiK what a person Is
thinking about.' The rapidity with
WhicU
she I'IIh the number on
watches, the dates of currency and
definite information rcgurding other
articles in possession of people in the
audience, Is startlinR.
The young
woman does her mental work seated
on the stage, with a heavy blindfold
around her eyes. Professor Olds, her
assistant, passes through the audience
taking up all sorts of articles as fast as

I

I
'ajÉ,

'HMBBBjK?

aMsaaSfGI

GROCERY CO.
IIOMEK II. WAIÍD, Mgr.
Marble Ave.

31.r

W0LKING

& SON

WINDlirLLS,

W.KMOTOK
AND

TANKS

WELL
DRIVING

Dltll.lilNU,
AIRING.

AN

UK--

P

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
.707 N. EIGHTH

TEL. IIH5
MABEL

M-

Discuses of Hie

FRANK

hair and

Sculp,

Scalp
Shampooing,
i.a.iies ami Bentletnen
Harm It Itldg Phone 570.
M HMsuge.

111--

OUR DOMESTIC

FCViSH

IB JIIKT

THE THING AND SATISFIES OI R
FATHOMS.
IF VOC WANT TO B1C
I P TO DATE HAVE
YOUR LAUNDRY DOVE RY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK
POBTOFFICE.
EVERY ONE Ifi TALKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE

US
NOT GIVEN
NOW. IMPERIAL
OK POSTOFFIOH.

CO.

yot'RK.
'AUN DRY,

DO SO
BACK

211 SOUTH

SECOND.

AZTEC FUEL CO.. MIlJü, FACTORY AND MOUNTAIN
WOOD
PINION FENCE POSTS; GALLUP
LUMP COAL. $ 50 PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIM E. PHONE 251.

OUR POLICY IS QUICK SALIOS
AND SMALL PROFITS.
LET U8
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
I i s.
r. f;. PRATT A CO., 214 8.
slit OND.
OUR WORK OP LAUNDERINtf
ON
LADIES' COLLARS.
SHIRT
WAfSTS.
AND
SKIRTS
DUCf
SUITS IS UNSURPASSED.
IMPK
RIAL LAUNDRY. BACK OF
POST-OFFIC-

.

A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh HardMLLE. VEOLETTE.

Boy's Ufe Saved.
My little boy, four years old, had a
severe attack of dysentery. Wa had
two physicians; both of them gave
him up. We then gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlarrhoa
remody which cured htm and beljeve
that saved his life. WILMaM H.
HTROLINCJ. Carbon Hill, Ala. There
Is no doubt but t'.ils remedy saves
the lives of many children each year.
Give It with castor oil according to the
plain printed directions and a pure Is
certain. For sals by all druglsta.

ALBUQUERQUE CASH

OUR ASSORTMENT OF CANNED
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE
SELECTED STOCK COME IN AND
EX AMI NIC TH KM. F. G. PRATT A

y,

,

IN

15c
Per

who was attested here Tuesday
on a charge of being Implicated In the
robbery of Cox's saloon, was released

from custody today arter a preliminary neannir o. tore the Justice of the
peuce. Peabody proved un alibi.
Mandell, the man brought hore by
Deputy Sheriff llogan from Albuquerque this morning, was pluccd In Jail
anil will he tried tomorrow on a
charge of unlawfully escaping from
the custody of an officer. When seen
here today and questioned as to the
manner in which he received the large
sums of money which he has been
spending In Helen and Albuquerque,
Mandell said that he received the
money from the sale of a blacksmith
shop sold by him two weeks ago in
Bafford. Arlx. Although Mandell has
told stortcH much at variance, u.h to
how the money camn Into his possession, it in not generally believed that
he had any connection
with the
French robbery In which the Wells-Karg- o
company was robbed of fftt.OOO.

Sani-

tarium Co., at Boulder.

THOUGH I

V

NtyMSal

Colorado

Made by

WATCH the SHOW WINDOWS
at THE ECONOMIST

pret-Me-

Best"

Loudon
For PURE ICE CREAM

THOUSAND

"THE

Guaranteed Shoes

i

Change

"Our

ONE HUNDRED

pany.

lls-1- '"

Hubbs Laundry

examination of
the annexed statement, which shows
an increase for the
past six months
of
An

in

1908.

AUGUST 1.

(JUMMER 1V1EDICINE

Be.-tho- ff

The feast of St. Ignatius Loyu a,
,
founder of the Society of Jesus,
'il.uuoj oiunai!UiiU
qi U.
lion church yesterday morning with a
pontifical high mass. Rev. J. J. Drls-col- l,
S. J., preached a sermon befit-UnThe music f t 'lie
the occasion.
mass was rendered by the Immaculate
Conception choir.
Phone 471.
Mrs. B. S. Rodey and daughter, Mrs.
Raymond B. Stamm, who nave been
tice.
visiting In Kansas, arrived in the city
It. I. Wontton expects to leave Sun- early this morning on the delayed No.
day night for San Rafael on husln iss 8, which was wrecked near Topeka
connected with the n. J. Huverkamp Thursday. Both ladles escaped
but were severely shaken up In
bankruptcy case.
crash.
the
Colonel
wife
of
Mrs. J. W. Wlllson.
The funeral of Colonel Walter
Wlllson, of Hi"- New Mexico Military
Institute, was a visitor in the city yes- - Jones, who died Monday night after an:
Illness of but a few weeks, will be held
terday from RoswcIL
at 10 o'clock this morning from '.ho
D,
Mr.
Davidson, wife of
Mrs. James
residence of his daughter, Mrs. E. R.
Davidson, manage' of the John
Edgar, "Is South Third street. Rev.
company, has returned from a Fletcher Cook, rector of the Eplscn-- j
rix weeks' visit spent with relativo In pal church, will conduct the services.;
Salina, Kas.
The Episcopal quartet will furnish the
tt
will be
The
B sine and stop nt the San Jose music.
Goodrich. Ar-iClark, Alfred
Ifarkel and take home a pound of that
Governor
Colossal Cream Cheese, for it is the lluning, Otto Dleckmunn,
fui' st do esc that was ever in Albu- - K. S. Stover and W. W. McDonald.
querque.
An entire change of program will
.1
take place at the Colombo tonight
It. Sa laxar and family have
from a month's visit spent with. The feature lllm tonight will be "Love
July 30 to August 6.
and Fortune," a new picture, which
relatives in Valencia, Valencia count.'-Mi. S.i lazar was formerly a courtly has Just been released by the makii. .lolly Contrallan
ers. This Dim is beautifully colored
commissioner of Valencia county.
EDDIE BLACK
will be well worth seeing. Anand
(Hover
family
and
c. B. Soldi .ind
The Missouri Hoy
lllm, which is comical from beother
yesami Praticlni Devine left early
ginning to end, will be shown and Is
I he Woiid. I rul
entitled "The Troublesome Fly." The
VEOLETTE
new songs, "Heart of My Heart" and
hi PROF. il. H in Tel"Holding Hands," are two of the
M,-li
Mnal
epathy;
lions Act In
which have been heurd at the
Ysililrlllc.
The new arrangement of
Colombo.
showing one new lllm every night, and
New Pictures and Songs
Work is
an entire change three times a week
Monday and Thursday.
There will be a
is making a big hit.
WHITE WAGONS
matinee this afternoon and tomorrow
afternoon.
Another large crowd was present at
the skating rink last night und witnessed the excellent program which
Is being shown at that popular amuseare
ment olace. There were a large num
for
and
room
haven't
.lust received " large shliiment. which M
ber of skaters on the lloor and these
making Special low prices IiIm week to move them.
secmod to he having the time of their
The moving picture program
lives.
A VS., ALBUQ1 crque.
was without doubt one of the very
best thai has been shown at the rink.
"When Casey Joined the Lodge," the
feature lilm, was shown again last
night and brought down the house.
Casey Is placed in such a number of
comical situations that It Is impossible
to resist using a person s laughing
proclivities to their full extent. If you
have ever read "Casey at the Bat" and
HARDWARE.
WHOLESALE
enjoyed it. you should not fall to MM
"Casey When He Joined the Lodge."
is ImStoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps, "Weird Symphony." a film that
to people who live
pleasing
mensely
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
In a neighborhood where the neighbors are musically Inclined. "The Lady
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
Barrister" was a comical film that was
actually too comical for anything.
Albuquerque, N, M. "Circumstantial Evidence, or An InMail orders solicited.
nocent Victim," a dramatic lllm, was
another very Interesting picture.
Loo" and "Dreaming" wen
well sung by Mr. Sholley, the baritone
singer. This entire program will te
repeated tonight. An entire change
Will be made Sunday night.

COLOMBO

Good

SATURDAY,

ware Co.'s.
FEE'S

they are offered to him, and ax soon
as he touches them with his fingers,
Veolette gives tin accurate
of them. One of the most astonish-- ,
Ing exhibitions of her mind reading
powers Is the ease with which she can
tell the denomination of currency, the
number of a bank note or anything of
a like nature. Altogether the show Is
the most satisfying demonstration of
what Is called mind reading that has
been given hare. It Is completely mystifying and evidently defies detection.

GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
WAITONM
CREAM SODA.
DRUG STORE.

ICE

PICK'S ROOT

OF QUALITY.
STORK.

niCKR. TH1V BKKI1
WALTON'S
DRUG

New I tironee- - for Cleveland.
Clevelsnd, July 11. Announcement
uas made today tlu.t Corrigan, McKln-beA Co. will build two Iron fufnaces
and extensive ore docks along tn up
per river that Will cost about

"

